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<e place names we indicate will be fully transliterated (using our system) only
when given in italic. <ey also serve as language examples. Instead, in general titles
and expositions, treating them as international words, we will omit accent (Õ à ê
a), ‘long' vowels (Õ aa ê a), voiceless i and u (Õ Ï˚ Î ê i˚ u), moraic n (Õ ˙ ê n),
nasal g (Õ ä ê g). For instance: Tokyo, Nagasaki, Nihon, but Tookyoo˚ NaäàsakÏ˚ Nihò˙…
˙ 13.0.3. <e 20 pronunciation koinés (with some places, including Okinawa˚ in the Ryuukyùu Islands˚ between Taiwan [Taiwà˙] and Kyùu=uu˚ in southern Japan).

1

Sapporo

2

ÀkÏta
3

ata

iä
Ni

Kanàzawa
Maæue
13

Tottori

Hiro=ima
14
18

16

17 Òo
ita

11

5

Mito

6

Nàäo

Kyòoto

FÎkù=ima

7

9
10

12

4

Mizusawa

ya

8

Tookyoo

±izùoka

Maæùyama
15

NaäàsakÏ Kumamoto
19

Okinawa
Kaäo=ima

6.
Japanese
vowels
6.1. Japanese has only ﬁve vowels, which can be distinctively short or ‘long' (or
rather doubled, being realized as monotimbric diphthongs), and they can combine
into di‡erent kinds of sequences (as happens in a slow and careful pronunciation
of Spanish in Saavedra or La Habana (ßaa'Êe;ƒÍa, laa'Êa;na)).
However, too often Japanese pronunciation is hastily ‘described' as having the
vowels of Spanish and the consonants of English. We will see that this is not the
case at all.
˙ 6.1 gives the orograms of the articulations of these vowels: i˚ e˚ a˚ o˚ u (i, e,
A, o, u), ii˚ ee˚ aa˚ oo˚ uu (ii, ee, aa, oo, uu); ˙ 6.2 shows their vocogram, which
is much more precise. In addition, ˙ 6.3 presents their labiograms and palatograms, to give an overall view.
˙ 6.1. Neutral Japanese vowels: orograms.

W

i

ø

™
å

a
˙ 6.2. Neutral Japanese vowels: vocogram.
/ii/ (ii)
/i/ (i)

/uu/ (uu)
/u/ (u)

/™™/ (™™)
/™/ (™)

/øø/ (øø)
/ø/ (ø)

/a/ (å)

/aa/ (aa)
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˙ 6.3. Neutral Japanese vowels: labiograms “ palatograms.

W

i

™

ø

å

a

6.2. Since ‘long' vowels are phonemic sequences (and phonetic geminations),
the marker of (short) /a/ (A) is grey, seeing that it is articulated as a less open vocoid (even in stressed syllables).
In neutral Japanese pronunciation, the most problematic vowel (of course for
non-native speakers, but the most variable socially and regionally even for native
speakers) is u /u/ (u)˚ which lacks the typical and full lip rounding of (u), so widespread in many languages. But let us notice that in neutral Mandarin-Chinese pronunciation we ﬁnd exactly /¥/ (¥) (articulated with completely spread lips, ¬ ˙
5.1-5, especially ˙ 5.5) in the syllables which pïnyïn writing shows as ci˚ zi˚ si (although we indicate them as cï˚ zï˚ sï˚ in a friendlier way – again, ¬ ˙ 5.1-5).
Let us carefully notice that a sadly false Chinese tradition, instead of (¥), still
uses the non-IPA symbol ‘(r)', which in the canIPA system, more coherently, stands
for the main taxophone of r\ /r/ (r, R).
Besides, (u) is articulated with the tongue dorsum in a fronter position than
for the (u) used in most languages; in fact, it is back-central, not simply back (thus
corresponding to the tongue position of a rounded (¯)).
Let us now see some examples for each vowel phoneme: iè (ài'e=)˚ gi˙koo (ÇG¤⁄_koo+)˚ sabi=ìi (àsA'bi9Sii=)÷ eie˙ (Çei_™q+)˚ èäao ('eà≈Ao=)˚ karate (àkA'rA_te+)÷ ài (çAi=)÷
zas=Ï (ÇZAS_S:Ù+)˚ mato (àmA'to+)÷ nèko ('neàko=)˚ okìru (ào'Kiàru=)˚ otokò (ào'to_ko=)÷
sumì (àsu'mi=)˚ àkuma (_A"kuàmA=)˚ mu=ì (àmu'Si=).
6.3. For tautomorphemic ei and ou (belonging to the same lexeme) –but the latter
is generally transliterated as oo (as the former can unsatisfactorily be ee]– it is ‘normal'
to have (ee, oo): se˙sèi (9s™qçsee=)˚ suiei (àsu'iee+)˚ eikyoo (Çee_Kªoo+)÷ òo=uu (çooàSjuu=)÷
ooäo˙ (Çoo_≈øq+)˚ ooe˙ (Çoo_™q+)˘ However, spelling and education encourage more and
more that ei /ee/ should become exactly ei /ei/, in modern neutral pronunciation.
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Instead, for heteromorphemic ei and ou (in more or less simple lexical compounds), it is certainly normal to have only (ei, ou): keito (Çkei_to+)˚ sèi (çsei=)˚ arasòu (àA_rAçsou=)˚ sou (Çsou+)˘
<ere are also some colloquial variants of the Japanese vowels. As ˙ 6.4 shows, the
short ones have two possibilities: they can remain more or less as in the normal neutral accent (black markers, indicated as ±, because they can be used intentionally,
sometimes with ﬁrm commitment). Or they can be centralized (grey markers). Of
course, oscillations between the two positions are quite possible, for each element.
<us, we have: /i/ (i, ±i), /e/ (È, ±e), /a/ (a, ±A), /o/ (Ø, ±o), /u/ (U, ±u). And /ii/
(iiº), /ee/ (eeº), /aa/ (Aa), /oo/ (oo¬), /uu/ (uU).
Notice that, for /u/ (U, ±u) and /uu/ (uU), we have to indicate the possibility of two additional taxophones. In fact, after (m, p, b, f) (including the very frequent intervocalic variants of /b/ (B, ∫, Ê)), we often ﬁnd fully labialized vocoids:
(Y4Y7). On the contrary, after (n, t, d, T, Z, s, z, r, R) (and also (®, Í, l, ı, ú, ¬, L), and
others, for /r/, as we will duly see), /u4u7/ can often become (y4y7) (central, rather
than back-central (u4U7)).
˙ 6.4. Colloquial vowel variants.
/i/ (Û, ±i), /ii/ (ii)

/™/ (É, ±™), /™™/ (™™)
/a/ (√, ±å), /aa/ (åa)

/u/ (U, ±u), /WW/ (uU)
/u4u7/ (y4y7, ±u4U7)
after (n-t-d-q-Q-s-z-r)
/u4u7/ (Y4Y7, ±u4U7)
after (m-p-b-B-F)
/ø/ (Ö, ±ø), /øø/ (øø)

6.4. In mediatic pronunciation, mostly the younger generations articulate /u/
in a fronter position, as high central –with partial or full rounding, (y) or (Î), respectively. But we always notate (u), since those are youth characteristics which
generally change into (u), sooner or later. It is interesting to note that this peculiarity continues in relative time, without really changing the structure of neutral
pronunciation, in spite of any colloquial ¸ mediatic trends. Obviously, real non-neutral pronunciations are a di‡erent thing.
As ˙ 6.5 shows, in mediatic pronunciation, there are other di‡erences in comparison with both neutral and colloquial pronunciations. In fact, the short vowels
can be even more centralized, as can be seen. But, most of all, they can be realized
by means of more di‡erent vocoids, and greater variations, including some sociophonic peculiarities.
Let us carefully look at ˙ 6.5, and consider where each vocoid is placed, guiding
ourselves with the arrows: positive ±, negative ≠. It can also be seen that unstressed
ﬁnal /’u˘/ has completely spread vocoids: (u, ≠I). In addition, let us pay particular
attention to the great variation and peculiar realizations of /e/ (e, ±e) ≠(E, È) ≠≠(É) and
/o/ (o, ±o) ≠(O, Ø) ≠≠(`). Ditimbric narrow diphthongs realize the ﬁve ‘long' vowels.
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˙ 6.5. Principal mediatic variants.
/uu/ (Ww)
/u/ (4, ±w), /’uò/ (û, ≠¢)

/ii/ (iÛ)
/i/ (Û, ±i)

/a/ (√, ±å)
/aa/ (√a, ±åa)

/™™/ (eÙ, ±™É)
/™/ (e, ±™) ≠(Ù, É) ≠≠(E)

/øø/ (oø, ±øÖ)
/ø/ (o, ±ø) ≠(P, Ö) ≠≠(O)

6.5. Passing, now, to ˙ 6.6, it is easy to ﬁnd further and broader taxophones,
including gender and age sociophonic ones for /u/, /uu/, /aa/. So, we ﬁnd that especially male speakers can have a backer /u/ (y), ¸ lower realizations: ≠(U, Û); also /aa/ (≠≠Aa), /a/ (≠å).
Perhaps, the most peculiar variation is to be found for /ae/ and /ai, oi/, which can
have some very marked overlapping realizations: (≠≠AÈ, ≠≠≠ÅÈ) for the three of them;
including (≠≠≠≠Ée), in common with /ee/ (ee, ≠Ée). All these are shown in ˙ 6.6.
˙ 6.6. Further and broader mediatic variants: m(ale)˚ f(emale)˚ y(oung).
/uu/ m(Ww)
/u/ m(3, ≠4)

/uu/ yf(%&) ym(˚¢)
/u/ yf(%, ≠T) ym(˚, ≠&)

/a/ m(≠x)
/aa/ m(≠≠∏√)
˙ 6.7. Orograms “ labiograms of some high vocoids, for comparison between neutral, colloquial, mediatic, and international Japanese accents (including some foreign elements, too).

…

M

*

˚

W

3

%

¯

u
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˙ 6.8.1. Neutral Japanese diphthongs (see next page).

/i™/ (i™)

/iu/ (iu)

/ui/ (ui)

/iø/ (iø)

/u™/ (u™)

/uø/ (uø)
/ua/ (uå)

/ia/ (iå)

/™i/ (™i)

/™u/ (™u)

/øi/ (øi)

/™ø/ (™ø)

/ø™/ (ø™)

/øu/ (øu)

/øa/ (øå)

/™a/ (™å)
/ai/ (åi)

/au/ (åu)

/a™/ (å™)

/aø/ (åø)

˙ 6.8.2. Possible normalized colloquial diphthongs.

/i™/ (i™)

/iu/ (iu)

/ui/ (ui)

/iø/ (iø)

/u™/ (u™)

/uø/ (uø)
/ua/ (uå)

/ia/ (iå)

/™i/ (™i)

/™u/ (™u)

/øi/ (øi)

/™ø/ (™ø)

/ø™/ (ø™)

/øu/ (øu)

/øa/ (øå)

/™a/ (™å)

/ai/ (åi)

/au/ (åu)

/a™/ (å™)

/aø/ (åø)
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Japanese diphthongs (including the preceding page)
6.6. Each Japanese vowel can combine with any other, thus forming actual diphthongs: (éé) (as ˙ 6.8.1 shows). Also clearly notice that each vowel can even form
a monotimbric diphthong by combining with itself, as we have seen above: ii˚ ee˚
aa˚ oo˚ uu (ii, ee, aa, oo, uu)˘ <us, as already said, for various reasons, we are ﬁrmly convinced that –for Japanese– the best notation (either phonic or graphic) is
(éé) VV (also to unambiguously show on which mora an accent may be).
In ˙ 6.8.1-3, diphthongs are shown by means of di‡erent lines: unbroken lines
for current diphthongs; broken lines with larger strokes for rare diphthongs; broken lines with shorter strokes for only possible diphthongs.
˙ 6.8.3. Possible normalized mediatic diphthongs.
/iu/ (ÛU)

/ui/ (UÛ)

/i™/ (ÛÉ)

/iø/ (ÛÖ)
/ia/ (Ûx)

/u™/ (UÉ)

/uø/ (UÖ)
/ua/ (Ux)

/™i/ (ÉÛ)

/™u/ (ÉU)

/øi/ (ÖÛ)

/øu/ (ÖU)

/™ø/ (ÉÖ)
/™a/ (Éx)

/ø™/ (ÖÉ)

/øa/ (Öx)

/ai/ (√Û)

/au/ (√U)

/a™/ (√É)

/aø/ (√Ö)

˙ 6.8.4. Broader mediatic diphthong variants.

/™i/
(ÉÙ, ≠Ä™)

/a™/
(√Ù, ≠åÉ)

/øi/
≠(ÖÛ, ∑Û)
/ai/
(√Û, ≠åÉ)

6. Japanese vowels
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Vowel nasalization
6.7. Besides, in neutral Japanese the last vocoid in a checked syllable in /q/ is slightly nasalized: (◊), but not fully nasalized, (–). (Notice that our notation is more logical and natural than the o‚cial IPA one, which does not have such a possibility,
and –recklessly– uses ‘(◊)' to transcribe creaky voice, corresponding to our (é)).
<e production of oral vocoids, in comparison with seminasalized and fully
nasalized vocoids, can be clearly seen in ˙ 5.8. Of course, for oral segments, the
velum is raised and closes the passage to the nose (1st row). For (fully) nasalized
segments, the velum is lowered and the passage is free (3rd row), while, for seminasalized segments, the velum is only partially lowered, so that the passage to the
nasal cavity is very narrow, thus only a little amount of air can go through the nose.
As we know, neutral French pronunciation has four nasalized vowel phonemes,
realized as six fully nasalized vocoids, with no nasal contoid after them, even in
stressed syllables (˙ 5.9 shows them with their correspondent oral articulations).
French examples: /ì/ ('ì, ’3), /^/ ('^, ’}), /Œ/ (Œ), /Ú/ (Ú), as in incertain (&3s™Æ'tì)˚ un brun (}'bº^)˚ pendant (pŒ'dŒ)˚ mon nom (mÚ'nÚ). In stressed checked syllables, we have (–:): peindre ('pì:dü)˚ humble ('^:bú)˚ lampe ('lŒ:p)˚ nombre ('nÚ:bü)˘
Here is a ‘funny' example: un bon vin blanc (}'bÚ 'vì 'blŒ)˘
˛ese phonemes can even be followed by nasal contoids (originally belonging
to a di‡erent syllable): ennui (Œ'~¥i)˚ non-être (nÚ'nEtX)˚ emmener (Œm'ne) (em-mener (&Œm#'ne)). By the way, let us notice that a Japanese word like hò˙ (çhøq=) must
not become simply ('Ú)!
In colloquial and mediatic Japanese pronunciations, the nasalization of vocoids
is stronger. In fact, instead of becoming simply (◊q) (seminasalized), they are fully nasalized, (–q), and diphthongs, instead of (é◊q), become (◊–q). In addition,
also in free syllables, either stressed or not, we hear seminasalized vocoids and diphthongs when immediately followed by a nasal contoid: (◊˘ö) and (◊◊˘ö).
Furthermore, in colloquial and mediatic pronunciation, even a tautosyllabic
nasal contoid partially nasalizes the vowel it precedes: (ö◊4˘7) and (ö◊é4˘7). <is
occurs both within words and phrases, or at the end of them.
Vowel devoicing
6.8. Besides, neutral Japanese has the peculiarity of presenting vowel devoicing
(¬ ˙ 3.4). <us voiceless vocoids are produced, \ with no vibration of the vocal
folds, as also happens with consonants, such as (voiceless) (s) /s/ in comparison
with (voiced) (z) /z/. More appropriately, these voiceless vocoids are lenis too (or
lenited), \ only the arytenoids are open, as for (h) (again, ¬ ˙ 3.4.f+).
In neutral pronunciation, vowel devoicing concerns only (Ù, Û) between voiceless consonants, or between a voiceless consonant and a pause, generally when in
low-pitch syllables, but also in mid-pitch syllables, however never on ‘accented'
morae (after which the pitch becomes low), and never in interrogative tunes
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(which produce a raising of the basic pitch): kÏ=ì (àKÙ'Si=)˚ kì=Ï ('KiàSÙ=)˚ hÏtòæÎ (àHÙ'toàTÛ=)˚ kÎ≠ibiru (“kÛ_ci'bi_ru+)˚ takÎsà˙ (“tA_kÛçsÄq=).
Among the most frequent cases of /i, u/ devoicing we certainly ﬁnd the following grammeme elements: dèsÎ ('deàsÛ=), -masÎ ('mA_sÛ+), -=Ïta (_SÙ‘tA+). From
a true phonetic point of view, they surely undergo resyllabication, mostly becoming: dèsÎ (-£des=), -masÎ (-‘mAs+), -4V7=Ïta (-4é7S‘tA+).
Of course, the same is true within lexemes, as in the case of those just seen above,
which can certainly be heard as: kÏ=ì (ÇKSi=)˚ hana=ì (àhA'nAS=)˚ hÏtòæÎ (çHtoT=)˚ kÎ≠ibiru (9kci'bi_ru+)˚ takÎsà˙ (àtAçksÄq=), akÎhyoo (“A_kÛ'Hjoo+).
Let us notice that the ﬁrst three never become anything like ‘(ÇkSi=, àhAçnAs=, çhtot=)'.
In fact, the contoids that precede them maintain their coarticulations. <is surely hints
at the vocoids that have been dropped.
We will indicate each case where /i, u/ can be devoiced and dropped. But, depending on the speed of utterance, some of them may be only partially devoiced,
in slower speech: (I, U), or even fully voiced (i, u), instead of (Ù, Û).
6.9. In faster speech, more than one vowel (and even in consecutive syllables) can
be devoiced or dropped: bakÎ≠ÏkÎ (àbA'ku_cÙ‘kÛ+, “bA_kÛ_cÙ'ku+), and even æÎkuæÎkubòo=Ï (“TÛ_ku‘TÛ_kuçbooàSÙ=, “TÛ_kÛ-), rekÏ=ÏtekÏ (“re_Ki_SÙ'te_KÙ+, “re_KÙ-),
fÎku=Ïkikòkyuu (àfÛ‘ku_SÙ_Ki'koàKªuu=, àfÛ‘kÛ-, -_SÙ_KÙ-), but with some (i, u), in
slower speech.
Of course, a syllable with a devoiced/dropped vowel cannot keep its original
stress (rather theoretical in neutral pronunciation, by now, more a traditional kind
of pronunciation), which is shifted, then: mu=Ïke˙ (“mu_SÙ'˜™q+÷ àmu'Si_˜™q+).
Instead, in (more) modern pronunciation –and also in mediatic and colloquial pronunciations– we can certainly ﬁnd mu=ike˙ (àmu'Si_˜™q+), too.
<e same goes for kitte˚ æùkÎ˚ kakùsÎ˚ akìkaze which traditionally become (9KÙt'te+, àTÛ'ku=, 'kAàkÛ“sÛ=, “A_KÙ"kAàze=) [kÏtte˚ æÎkù˚ kàkÎsÎ˚ akÏkàze], changing stress
pattern. However, modernly they are (ÇKit_t:e+, 'TuàkÛ=, àkA'kuàsÛ=, àA'KiàkA“ze=, “A_Ki"kAàze=), compromise realizations, but of course, a partially or totally devoiced
(I, Ù÷ U, Û) can be heard, too: (ÇKIt_t:e+, ÇKÙt-÷ 'TUàkÛ=, 'TÛ-÷ àkA'kUàsÛ=, -'kÛ-, àA'KIàkA“ze=, àA'KÙ-, “A_KI"kAàze=, “A_KÙ-)).
In order to better show the peculiarities we are dealing with, in these examples
we will use only neutral segments (instead of those shown in ˙ 6.4-7 “ ˙ 6.8.2-4
“ ˙ 6.10.1-3).
On the other hand, we often ﬁnd ‘intermediate' accents between true neutral
ones and more typical mediatic or colloquial accents, even in the recordings of
many teaching courses, and not only those for general learning, but also some on
the pronunciation of Japanese.
Some further examples: kÏkù (àKÙ'ku=), bàkÎfÎ ('bAàkÛ“fÛ=, -“fu=), sÎsumu (àsÛ'su_mu+), ≠Ïkarà (àcÙ'kA_rA+), hÏtori (àHÙ'to_ri+), kÏppu (9KÙp"p:u+), =ì=Ï ('SiàSÙ=),
≠ìsso (çcis:so=), kÏkÏ≠iäai (“KÙ_Ki'ci_≈Ai+, “KÙ_KÙ-), ≠ì=ÏkÏ ('ciàSÙ“Ki=, -“KÙ=), nyuuäakù=ÏkÏ (9˙juu'≈A_kÛàSÙ“KÙ=, “˙juu_≈A'kuàSÙ“KÙ=), ki=ÏæÎ/kÏ=iæÎ ("Ki_SÙ‘TÛ+, àKÙ'Si-
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_TÛ+), fÎhìæuyoo/fÎhiæùyoo/fuhÏæùyoo (àfÛ'HiàTuàjoo=, àfÛ_Hi'Tuàjoo=, àfu_HÙ-,
àfÛ_HÙ-), fÎkù/fùkÎ (àfÛ'ku+, 'fuàkÛ=), àkÏ ('AàKÙ=), kàrasÎ (_kA"rAàsÛ=, 'kAàrA“sÛ=),
àki-no ('AàKi“no=, _A"Kiàno=), kàrasu-wa (_kA"rAàsu“wA=, ‘kAàrA"suàwA=).
6.10. In colloquial and mediatic pronunciation, we also ﬁnd another degree of
devoicing: ﬁnal half-voicing. It applies, instead, to all vowels (either short or long,
and stressed or not) before a pause, preceded by any consonant (not necessarily a
voiceless one; in fact this also occurs in diphthongs, (éÒ)). <erefore, before a
pause, the last vocoid is (I, E, å, O, U). Obviously, short /i, u/ can become (Ù, Û),
in the condition of total devoicing: in the context (=é|).
It is important to state that this type of devoicing is syntagmatic, which means
that we have one vocoid –not two– which begins as voiced and ends as voiceless
(¬ ˙ 3.4.g). So its ﬁrst part is voiced, whereas the second one is voiceless (note that
a superscript symbol here means ‘half a symbol'): ((é´|)) – and this is hinted at by
the pause context, even if the actual pause is short.
In simpler terms, we could say that the auditory e‡ect is almost that of a very
short (h), ((éh|)) or a semiapproximant ((éâ|)). Indeed, for emphasis, strictly speaking (or for other paraphonic implications connected with states of mind), often
an actual (éh|) sequence may be heard: Sòo dèsÎ ka?! (˚çsooàdeàsÛ“kA4h72).
Most typically, in mediatic (and colloquial] pronunciation, vowel devoicing can also concern the other three (short) vowels, in addition to /i, u/, but less systematically.
In fact, we can ﬁnd (Å, Ø), especially in the ﬁrst syllable of words, when followed by a syllable containing the same vowel and another voiceless consonant:
katanà (àkÅ'tA_nA=)˚ hakà (àhÅ'kA=)˚ kakànai (àkÅ'kAànAi=), torikakaru (àto‘ri_kÅ'kA_ru+),
hokorì (àhØ'ko_ri=)˚ tokoro (àtØ'ko_ro+), hosòi (àhØçsoi=).
More rarely, also /e/ can be devoiced, (È): kesanai (àkÈ'sA_nAi+), ke=òo (à˜ÈçSjoo),
sekkakÎ (9sÈk'kA_kÛ+)˘
In addition, in mediatic pronunciation (and colloquial˚ and some regional ones,
as well), even accented vowels can be devoiced: hana=ì (àhA'nA_Si=) ê (àhA'nA_SÙ=).
Let us add that, in mediatic pronunciation, initial vocoids, between a pause and
a voiceless contoid, can also become (|´) – mostly /i, u/ (but occasionally also /e, a,
o/): i=ì (àÙ'Si=), utaäai (àÛ'tA_≈Ai+), akubi (àÅ'ku_bi+).
On the contrary, word-ﬁnal vocoids before a pause are often produced with creaky
voice, (é|), instead of the partial devoicing seen above, (Ò|).
On the other hand, those (é|) can also be changed into (éô|): instead of assuming creaky voice, they can be followed by a short and anobtrusive (ö), on purpose
indicated as (ô).
It is to be noted that, for emphasis, both initial and ﬁnal vowels in a word are
often accompanied by a real (ö): (˘öé, éö˘), even with no pause at all. But, the communicative e‡ect remains quite di‡erent and clearly distinguishable. <is can also happen when, even without emphasis, we ﬁnd (é˘é).
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International Japanese pronunciation
6.10. Let us say a few words on a type of pronunciation, which di‡ers somehow from all the other kinds we have seen. In fact, while those are actual native
accents, this one is a simpliﬁed version, most suitable for teaching Japanese pronunciation to foreigners, with (a, Y, YY). <is can be su‚cient; but, of course, the
acquisition of proper (u, uu) would be (much) better.
We call it ‘international Japanese pronunciation': it has only ﬁve stable vocoids,
both short and doubled (as monotimbric diphthongs for ‘long' vowels): (i, ii÷ e,
ee÷ a, aa÷ o, oo÷ Y, YY). <us, no (A), but rounded (Y, YY) (back-central, like (u,
uu), and di‡erent from the very widespread (u, uu), found in so many languages,
which sound too non-Japanese).
Of course, the international diphthongs are the combinations of the basic international vocoids. In this kind of pronunciation, no nasalization (even light) is
necessary. But, clearly, if someone produces either partial or full nasalization, no
native speakers will object.
As regards vowel devoicing, in slow ¸ poor Japanese, its absence does not bother much, including hesitations and false starts. But, of course, native hearers would
appreciate much more a ﬂuent and sure rate. <us, it is certainly a good idea to
imitate native speakers as far as possible, especially for dèsÎ and dè=Ïta, and other forms in -=Ïta, and similar ones.
Of course, instead of actual structures like (-‘deàsÛ=), (-‘deàSÙ“tA=), with more or
less clearly perceptible two or three syllables, although with (0´), it is more than
su‚cient to simply utter (-£deF=), (-£des:=), (-£des=), (-£de‡àtA=), (-£deS:àtA=), (-£deSàtA=), Æ.
˙ 6.9. International Japanese vocoids (also in /éq/ sequences).
/i4q7/ (i4]7)
/ii4q7/ (ii4]7)

/u4q7/ (¯4]7)
/uu4q7/ (¯¯4]7)

/™4q7/ (™4]7)
/™™4q7/ (™™4]7)

/ø4q7/ (ø4]7)
/øø4q7/ (øø4]7)

]

/a4q7/ (a4]7)
/aa4q7/ (aa4]7)

Yàkuza Japanese pronunciation
6.11. Let us also add a few words on a peculiar type of pronunciation, which
–again– di‡ers from the typical kinds of pronunciation that foreign learners are
supposed to ﬁnd among native speakers: how yàkuza ('jAàku“zA=) members are
heard on Japanese ﬁlms.
<us, ˙ 6.10.1-3 show the most typical realizations of the vowels and diphthongs of this kind of pronunciation. Of course, some oscillations towards mediatic, or colloquial or even neutral accents, are possible, as also are some towards re-
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gional accents, too. For the consonants, a few observations will be found about r˚
in § 8.2.5 “ ˙ 8.13. Here, let us add that two paraphonic settings are quite typical: a lowered larynx >–≥, restricted tongue >ê≥. In addition, short ﬁnal vowels have
various possible, and typical, realizations, too: /é˘/ (é´˘), (éâ˘), (Ò˘), (é˘).
˙ 6.10.1. Yàkuza Japanese vowels.
/u4u7/ ≠(34u7)

/i4i7/ ≠(Û4Û7)

/ø4ø7/ ≠(P4ø7, Ö4Ö7)

/™4™7/ ≠(Ù4É7, É4É7)
/-ja˘/ ≠(Ä, É)

/a4a7/ ≠(∏4√7, √4√7, x)

˙ 6.10.2. Yàkuza Japanese diphthongs.
/iu/ ≠(ÛÛ) /ui/ ≠(3Û)
/i™/ ≠(ÛÉ)

/™i/ ≠(ÉÛ)

/iø/ ≠(ÛÖ) /u™/ ≠(3É)
/ia/ ≠(Û√)

/uø/ ≠(3Ö)

/™u/ ≠(ÉÛ) /øi/ ≠(ÖÛ)

/øu/ ≠(ÖÛ)

/™ø/ ≠(ÉÖ) /ø™/ ≠(ÖÉ)
/™a/ ≠(É√)

/øa/ ≠(Ö√)

/ua/ ≠(3√)

/ai/ ≠(AÛ)

/au/ ≠(AÛ)

/a™/ ≠(AÉ)

/aø/ ≠(AÖ)

˙ 6.10.3. Yàkuza Japanese broader diphthong variants.

/™i/ ≠(ÉÙ, ÄÉ)
/ai, a™/ (AÙ, ≠AÈ, ≠≠√‘, ≠≠≠Ä™)

/øi/ (ÖÛ)
/øu/ ≠(ÖP, ∏Ö)
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A note on jeipòppuà pronunciation
6.12. Certainly not for any cultural interest, but for some concise observations
on its kind of pronunciation, let us say a few words about ‘j-pop' (also containing
unconnected English or French phrases, with phones which try to come closer to
the original pronunciations).
˙ 6.11 shows its vowels, implying that its diphthongs are the combination of
the vocoids given there. As for the consonants, let us observe that very often we
hear b (B), t˚ d (4, D), r (l). But, the most striking thing is the prosodic treatment
of its phrases. <ey are almost always stressed on the last syllable, and even on the
last mora of diphthongs, like iranai said with (-å'i˘). „ile its pitch-accent is practically absent, due to the music.
˙ 6.11. JeipòppÎ vowels.
/i/ (i), /ii/ (ii)

/u/ (¯), /uu/ (¯¯)
/ø/ (o), /øø/ (oo)

/™/ (™), /™™/ (™™)
/a/ (å), /aa/ (åå)

Comparing /0é/ sequences with true diphthongs /éé/
6.13. Here is an iconic way to show neutral sequences of approximant (or semi-approximant) consonants and vowels, which are not ‘diphthongs'. Let us carefully
compare ˙ 6.12 with ˙ 6.8.1, which gives actual neutral Japanese diphthongs.
˙ 6.12. Neutral Japanese /0é/ sequences.

(jå)
(jaa)

(ju[u])

(ãu[u])

(jø[ø])

(ãø[ø])
(ãå)
(ãaa)

(wå)
(waa)

8.
Japanese consonants

8.2.0. As we have already said, it is currently thought that Japanese consonants
are pronounced like those of English. We have to correct this false information,
which is further reinforced by the widespread use of ≠˚ j˚ =˚ f˚ æ in transliteration
(as we do ourselves, for the sake of simplicity). In fact, ≠˚ j˚ = stand for (cª÷ Ëj, Ωj÷
Sj), with no absorption of (j) (in spite of possible mediatic realizations with no (j)).
Besides, f is not (f), but (f). «nally, there is (q), that –as we will see– is an intense (‘syllabic') provelar semi-nasal: /q/ realized as (q) after /e4e7, a4a7, o4o7, u4u7/,
but as (%), after /i4i7/, in /i4i7q/, or before /4h7j/.
<e table of ˙ 8.0 gives the consonantal articulations of Japanese, which are
necessary for an adequate neutral pronunciation of this language, including {Ê},
as a possible realization in some loanwords, though not really necessary.

(M)
(˙) (∫) (µ)
Ñ
m
(æ) n (~)
ö
F
p b
t d
(q Q)
(c Ë)
Ô
ƒ
s z
(S Ω)
_
ß (F) {B}
m-(¬)
‹

laryngeal

velar

bilabialized
provelar

provelar

prevelar

postpalatal

palatal

bilabialized
prepalatal

prepalatal

alveolar

dental

bilabial

˙ 8.0. Table of neutral Japanese consonants (for {Ê} see ˙ 8.5 “ § 8.2.7).

(n) (–) ^ (˙) («)
(§) (œ)
˙
(K G) (˜ ‡)
k g (ö)

j (H)

w

h (H)

Nasals
8.2.1.1. At the beginning of syllables, Japanese has three possible nasal phonemes: m /m/ (m) (bilabial), n /n/ (n) (alveolar; realized, however, as prepalatal,
(˙), before /i, j/, by assimilation): nimono (à˙i'mo_no+)˚ and ä (≈, œ, §) (tendentially
velar): aäàkÎ (àA'≈AàkÛ=) (less friendly rendered as a plain g]˘
But we must add at once that, within words, ä /≈/ (≈, œ, §) can be systematic
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˙ 8.1. Japanese nasals (ﬁrst 2 rows) “ seminasals (last 3 rows), including the much extolled
feigned ‘typical Japanese' uvular ‘(,)'.

m

˙

n

~

∞

”

˙

,

M

˙

∫

µ

ë

Ω

⁄

›

«

N

≠

only in the most neutral type of pronunciation, after /é, q/. In fact, nowadays the
oscillation between (≈) and (g) is very widespread, but with much ﬂuctuation between people and words. In mediatic and colloquial pronunciation, where (g, ‡,
G) predominate, there is also an intermediate stage: the correspondent constrictive
velar, prevelar, and postpalatal contoids, (Ÿ, ä, j), respectively (˙ 8.2).
˙ 8.2. Japanese mediatic variants (and possible colloquial vocoidal variants).

m

,

?

N

N

œ

k

µ

However, no neutral native speaker systematically has only (g, ‡, G). In (sentence,
phrase, lexeme, or grammeme) initial position, (g, ‡, G) occurs, even for speakers
who possess (≈, œ, §); for -äa we normally ﬁnd (≈A); for the conjunction, we have
ga (gA), but äa (≈A) is possible too, even after a pause. Certainly, the word gò ('go=)
‘ﬁve' always has (g), whether in its plain form or in compounds.
Again, we ﬁnd (g, ‡, G) –above all– in loanwords, in imitative expressions, in Chinese reduplicate words, and after certain proclitics (which are obviously heterorganic): gìäa ('Già≈A=)˚ gì˙äa (çG¤ìà≈A=); miäi (àmi'§i+)˚ maäuro (àmA'≈u_ro+)˚ mo˙gè˙
(9møìç‡™q=)˚ magò (àmA'go=)˘
Summing up systematically˚ we have: initial g is /g/ (g, ‡, G), but ä /≈/ mostly in
-äa [hàru-äa]˚ -äùrai˚ äòto=Ï\ gaikokÎ˚ gi˙koo˚ guai˚ geta˚ gòmu˘ Internal g is ä /≈/:
yanaäi˚ uäùisÎ˚ æuäeru˘
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Exceptions. Imitative words: gà˙-ga˙˚ gèra-gera˚ gòro-goro˘ Number gò ‘ﬁve' and
its compounds, like jùugo˚ gohyakugojùu. Words with honoriﬁc o-\ o-gyòoäi˚ o-gè˙kÏ.
But, notice that with non-honoriﬁc preﬁxes both versions are mostly accepted: hiäòori and higòori˚ fuäòokakÎ and fugòokakÎ˘
We have g˚ at the beginning of the second lexeme in compounds˚ when their link is
weak, but not when it is strong: kootoogàkkoo˚ Niho˙Gì˙koo˚ madogàrasÎ÷ but: ≠uuäàkkoo˚ =i˙äoo˘ We also ﬁnd ä in compounds from original k: kabu=Ïki-äài=a˚ kÎ≠i-äè˙ka˘
Loanwords, mostly from English. Long-standing loans with an original /≈/ phoneme have ä. „ile, more recent loans have /±≈/ or /g/: kì˙äu˚ bòkÎ=i˙äu˚ bìrudi˙äu˚ oruäa˙˚ asÎparàgasÎ˘ #th geminate gg /gg/: ha˙dobàggu˘
8.2.1.2. An even bigger (but interesting) phonic problem –regarding nasals–
arises from a fourth Japanese nasal phoneme, \ moraic ˙ /q/˚ which always occurs
in a syllable coda and has a prevailing articulation as ‘semi-provelar' (\ provelar
seminasal, with no actual contact between the dorsum and the velum). It is phonetically more energetic, \ intense (q).
As already said, should somebody want –or have– to avoid writing ˙, in translations, and use n˚ they should also use n' before y (or before a vowel) in the same
word, but belonging to a di‡erent syllable. Of course, ˙ is much better –although,
obviously– the macron does not hint at a contoid of longer duration. However,
by thinking about it as something ‘bulkier' than a simple nasal contoid, certainly
helps in not considering –nor uttering it– as a plain nasal contoid.
In fact, although it is not longer, it surely has an auditorily greater prominence,
since it is intense (or ‘syllabic'). But, let us immediately state that it is quite wrong
to claim that ‘it always has a full syllable beat of its own'. Clearly, a sequence like
/éq/ does not contain two syllables, but just one, (éq) (or its several taxophonic
variants, which we will see shortly).
<ings are quite di‡erent for English cotton ('khØtó) {('khØt-ó, 'khØö-ó)}, or
German sagen ('za:g˙), where the last segment really is a syllable in itself (together
with (g) in the German example: ('za:-g˙)).
Another still frequently told ‘tale' is that the Japanese moraic ˙ /q/ is a ‘uvular'
nasal, (…), \ (ó) (also see ˙ 8.1). In actual fact, in absolute ﬁnal position, /q/ is
normally (q); but in isolated words, said as examples, ‘committed' speakers may
use intense pre-uvular or uvular seminasals, (N,
c ≠)
c (¬ ˙ 8.1). <ey are also able to
exhibit a true uvular intense nasal, (…) (given in brackets in ˙ 8.1), which they
would not ever use in everyday speech.
Clearly enough, in Mandarin Chinese, we actually ﬁnd /…/ (…): kô˙xí <‘k≈Ô„(©¤≤. It is rather easy to usefully compare it with all the Japanese taxophones (by
the way, let us also compare Chinese (ß) with neutral Japanese (S)).
Of course, English speakers (and ‘phoneticians') feel that it is di‡erent from
their (˙) in taken ('th™Ikô). However, in its basic form, the correct Japanese taxophone is (q) (intense provelar seminasal contoid): di‡erent from both (˙) and (ó).
In fact, it is slightly fronter than (˙), and perceptibly fronter than (ó). But,
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most of all, it has no ﬁrm contact between the tongue and the roof of the mouth,
or soft palate, as can be seen in ˙ 8.1.
<e phoneme /q/, realized exactly as (q) (or as postpalatal, (%), after /i, ii, ei/,
or before /j, hj, hi, hii/) occurs in three positions:
(1) before continuous consonants (\ those produced with an incomplete occlusion of the oral cavity), that is /s/ (s, S), /z/ (z, Ω), /j/ (j), /w/ (w), /h/ (h, H, f);
(2) before a vowel (which is heterosyllabic, of course), and
(3) in ﬁnal position before a pause (or, again, before continuous contoids, or vowels).
Some examples\ e˙sa˙ (9™q'sÄq+)˚ ha˙=a (ÇhÄQ_SjA+)˚ u˙yu (Ç¨%_ju+)˚ ka˙wa
(ÇkÄq_wA+)˚ seisà˙hÏ (9seeçsÄ%àHÙ=)˚ sè˙hyakÎ (çs™%àHjA“kÛ=)˚ gosè˙fÎ (àgoçs™%àfÛ=)˚
ta˙ì (9tÄq'i=)˘
However, by assimilation, /q/ has other taxophones, too, as already said. In fact,
it is articulated as a nasal contoid (with full contact, and homorganic to a following consonant, which has a complete oral closure, and /q/ is always intense):
(1) (M, Æ, N, ⁄) (and (ì, ù)), before the correspondent stops (p, b÷ t, d) and /k,
g/ (k, g) (and (˜, ‡÷ K, G)): sa˙po (ÇsÄM_po+)˚ =i˙bu˙ (ÇS¤M_b¨q+)˚ u˙te˙ (Ç¨Æ_t™q+)˚
tè˙kÏ (çt™ùàKÙ=)˚ tà˙ka (çtÄ⁄àkA=), and
(2) (Æ, ~) before dental or labialized prepalatal stopstrictive taxophones of /t/
(T, c) and /z/ (Z, Ë): ba˙zài (9bÄÆçZAi=)˚ e˙≠oo (Ç™~_cªoo+)˚ ni˙ji˙ (Ç˙¤~_Ë¤%+)÷ and,
naturally, (⁄) also before the frequent mediatic stopstrictive (and stop-semi-strictive) variants of ka /ka/ (kA), respectively (ºA, ÜA)\ tà˙ka (çtÄ⁄àºA=, -àÜA=). In addition, we have
(3) (M, N, ~, ⁄) (and (ì, ù)), before the nasals, /m, n, ≈/ (m˚ n˚ ä]˚ and again (N)
before r /r/ (R): ù˙mei (ç¨Màmee=)˚ a˙nài (9ÄNçnAi=)˚ ni˙nikÎ (Ç˙¤~_˙i‘kÛ+)˚ a˙äai (ÇÄ⁄_≈Ai+) (with its secondary variant à˙äai(çÄ⁄à≈Ai=))˚ and a˙rakÎ (9ÄN'RA_kÛ+)˘
Stops (“ stopstrictives, or ‘a‡ricates')
8.2.2.1. Japanese has three diphonic pairs for stops: the voiceless are p˚ t˚ k /p, t,
k/ (p, t, k) (as already seen, in mediatic pronunciation, k /k/ often becomes (º, Ü)
+ /a4a7/; in yàkuza pronunciation, k /k/ can become (g, ‡, G÷ Ÿ, ä, j). Occasionally, in
mediatic pronunciation, t /t/ becomes (th) + /a4a7, o4o7/; and often p /p/ is (ph), especially in the context between /q/ and /i4i7, a4a7/): ka˙pai (ÇkÄM_pAi+) m(ÇºÄM-,
ÇÜÄM-, -_phAi+), tàko ('tAàko=) m('thA-)˚ kÏppu (9KÙp'p:u+)˚ watà (àwA'tA=) m(-'thA=)˚ kè˙poo (ç˜™Màpoo=). Word-initial /p/ only occurs in loanwords and onomatopeic forms.
In emphatic speech, there is more ‘aspiration', which can –then– be heard in neutral
pronunciation, too, as (ph, th, kh) (˙ 8.3).
<e greatest ‘oddity' regards t /t/ (t) which, by assimilation, before i˚ y /i, j/ (i,
j), is realized as a prepalatal stopstrictive (c) (which is vertically bilabialized, not
protruded, as indicated by the diacritic (6)). See ˙ 8.4 for some mediatic and foreign substitutions.
It is transliterated as ≠˚ even if /j/ (j) remains, not being absorbed or dropped,
as it might be suggested both by its simpliﬁed writing, that we ourselves use, and
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˙ 8.3. Japanese stops and taxophones (including foreign articulations, in brackets).

pb

td

{T D}

£8

´Ò

kg

{© á}

ö
w

˜

˙ 8.4. Japanese stopstrictive realizations of /t/ (including non-neutral or mediatic ones, second row), and main foreign-people substitutes, given in brackets.

qQ

bB

{c G}

Cë

cË

dD

{⁄ Á}

the poor phonetic renderings, that we still ﬁnd in too many books, as ‘(ﬂ)', or even
‘(c)'. <is last one is not ﬁt at all, being strongly protruded, too – but, see below
for the mediatic and colloquial possibility of /0j/ ê (J).
However, it is important to note that, before /i, j/, by assimilation, its vertical
lip rounding is reduced to something like (ﬂ), but the phone remains di‡erent
from (⁄), which is completely unrounded, or, better, with spread lips).
So, for neutral Japanese, it is much better to use the symbol (c), also to usefully di‡erentiate it from the Mandarin Chinese one, (ﬂ), which has a (more) normal vertical rounding. A few examples: ≠Ï≠ì (àcÙ'ci=), ≠a˙to (ÇcªÄÆ_to+)˘
In addition –and even more ‘strangely'– t /t/ (t), before /u/ (u) is realized as a
dental stopstrictive (T) (transliterated as æ): æuäì (àTu'§i=).
Let us observe, once and for all, that the so-called ‘palatal' realizations of /k, g,
≈/, \ (K, G, §) are rather ‘postpalatal' (or retracted palatal), and are more satisfactorily represented by means of the symbols shown, instead of (©, á, N), although
clearly stating that they are realized in the rear part of their articulatory space, that
we deﬁne ‘postpalatal', which in any case remains distinct from the ‘prevelar' articulation, (˜, ‡, œ), typical of most languages before front vowels and (j), as in English key ('˜hI;i), regular ('>e‡-jÈlA) (Am. Engl. ('<e‡-jÈl≥))˚ singing ('s¤œ-¤≈).
<us, we have: kÏppu˚ miäi˚ æuäì (9KÙp'p:u+, àmi'§i+, àTu'§i=), provided (§i) remains di‡erent from (˙i). <erefore, /ni/ (˙i) should not be rendered as if it were
‘(Ni)', but, in mediatic pronunciation, we can actually ﬁnd /ni/ (Ni), too, although
oscillating with (§i). <e same happens with /ki, gi/ (©i, ái), and (Ki, Gi), as well.
Let us notice that, in neutral pronunciation, ky˚ gy˚ äy /kj, gj, ≈j/ are (Kª, Gj, §j),
sequences of postpalatal contoids and a palatal approximant (which is partially de-
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voiced after voiceless stop phonemes). <us, we also ﬁnd: /pj, bj, mj÷ tj, dj, nj/ (pª,
bj, mj÷ cª, Ëj, ˙j).
In mediatic and colloquial pronunciation, we can generally have oscillation between neutral-like realizations and /kj, gj/ (k, k) (›, g) (palatal or postpalatal stopstrictives, with the absorption of /j/); and /pj, bj/ (B4ª7, b4j7, ∫4j7, ñ4j7, Ê4j7) (and /mj/
(m4j7), as well, with palatalized bilabial contoids, followed or not by (ª, j)), and /tj,
dj/ (ﬂ4ª7, ë4j7) (plain vertically rounded prepalatal stopstrictives, again, with or
without (ª, j)). Of course, also these mediatic and colloquial oscillating realizations
can be responsible for descriptions positing –for Japanese– plain (J), with no (j).
8.2.2.2. For b /b/˚ the only neutral realization is (b), while in mediatic and colloquial pronunciation, more commonly, it is substituted by a voiced bilabial constrictive, (B), which mostly occurs after vowels, especially in non-slow and non-formal pronunciation. Sometimes, also neutral ˙b /qb/ (Mb), in mediatic and colloquial accents are (µB). Less frequently, between vowels, the corresponding semiconstrictive, (∫), or approximant, (Ê), can be used: subèru (àsu'beàru=) (m{às¥'Beàr¥=÷ -'∫e-÷ -'Êe-}), baikai (ÇbAi_kAi+)˚ jù˙bi (çËj¨Màbi=) (m{çë¥µàBi=)). See ˙ 8.5.
<e phoneme d /d/ (d) poses no problems, except that genuine Japanese words
never have di, dyV and du˚ substituted by ji /zi/ (Ωi, Ëi), jV /zjé/ (Ωjé, Ëjé), and
zu /zu/ (zu, Zu): dàiji˙ (çdAiàΩ¤%=÷ -àË¤%=)˚ juzù (àËju'zu=÷ -'Zu=)˘
Its normal distribution, non-emphatic and non-slow, has (éΩi÷ |Ëi, ~Ëi) and
(éΩjé÷ |Ëjé, ~Ëjé) (but, in formal pronunciation, (éËi, éËjé) are commoner,
as they are in slow speech, too, and often when talking to foreigners).
Occasionally, d /d/ (d) can become a semiconstrictive, (∂), especially in colloquial and mediatic pronunciations.
g /g/ (g, ‡, G) poses also no problems: gòäaku ('goà≈A“kÛ=), or goäaku (àgo'≈A_kÛ+), gei=a (Ç‡ei_SjA+), Gifu (àGi'fu+), apart from a complementary (or alternative)
distribution with ä /≈/ (≈, œ, §), which is the most frequent and typical neutral realization, although too often riskily shown as simple g. Some examples: maäuro
(àmA'≈u_ro+), kàgiri (_kA"§iàri=), ò˙äakÎ (çø≈à≈A“kÛ). In addition, in mediatic pronunciation, it often becomes (Ÿ, ä, j), either for /g/ or /≈/.
We do not ﬁnd /≈/ (≈), but /g/ (g), in gò ('go=) ‘ﬁve', also within words. After a
preﬁx, we have /g/ (g) again: oogiri (9oo'Gi_ri+). In onomatopoeic and mimetic
words, as well: gàta-gata ('gAàtA“gAàtA=), gùi-gui (_gu"iàgui). <e same happens in
compound words: kootoogàkkoo (9koo_tooçgAkàk:oo=); and in loan words: bàage˙
(çbaaà‡™q=), and adapted proper nouns: IgirisÎ (ài'Gi_ri‘sÛ).
Normally, also word-initial g is /g/ (g): gairaiäo (9gAi'rAi_≈o+). Notice that -äo
(_≈o+) ‘word' is di‡erent from gò ('go=) ‘ﬁve'. In addition, we have enclitic grammemes like: -äa (-_≈A+), -äo (-_≈o+), -äòro (-‘≈oàro=), -äùrai (-‘≈uàrAi=).
Word-initial vowels, both at the beginning or in the middle of phrases and sentences, are generally preceded by (ö) (also shown in ˙ 8.3), especially for emphasis˚ or to separate vowels of adjoining words.
<is fact will be indicated prevailingly in connected transcriptions (to avoid
people think that current Japanese is quite similar to northern German, with its
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predominating (˘öé) – not only when stressed: (˘'öé)).
In addition, especially (but not only) in women's pronunciation, short utterance-ﬁnal vowels, mostly with a suspensive tune, can be followed by (éö4Ñ7˘) (\ with
or without –an audible– release) as an alternative pronunciation, instead of a possible more ‘normal' partial devoicing of the last vocoid, more typical of mediatic
pronunciation: òke ('4ö7oà˜E=|, '4ö7oà˜e4ö7=|)˚ asù (à4ö7A'sU=|, à4ö7A'su4ö7=|)˘
In the passage in § 11.1.3, a couple of cases are indicated. A common mediatic
variant is (ü˘) (with creaky voice), or (éô˘) (as shown in § 6.9).
˙ 8.5. Japanese /b, d, g/: non-neutral di‡erent realizations. <e xenophoneme {Ê} can be realized as (B, ∫, Ê÷ ˇ, <, >) ±(v, √), commonly (b).
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Ú
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Constrictives (or ‘fricatives')
8.2.3. Japanese has a couple of grooved dental constrictives: s /s/ (s, S), z /z/ (z, Ω)˘
<e voiceless one, /s/, is realized as a bilabialized, but not protruded, prepalatal (S),
and /j/ (j) before i /i/ is (i), but by coarticulation, it has reduced rounding. <us, it
is transliterated as =˚ and before yV /jé/ (jé), as =V˘ However, /j/ (j) does not disappear, although it may become a semiapproximant, (J), in neutral pronunciation (or,
actually (¢), in mediatic or colloquial pronunciation): =a=i˙ (àSjA'S¤%+). See ˙ 8.6.
<e corresponding voiced phoneme, z /z/˚ is (ézé) (in slow — careful pronunciation: (éZé)) and (|Zé, NZé). Hence, it is realized as a dental constrictive, between vowels, both in words and sentences, either in normal or fast speech. However, after a pause or /q/, it is realized as a stopstrictive: kaze (àkA'ze+) (slow — care˙ 8.6. Japanese /s/ (s, S), /z/ (z, Ω) (“ most frequent unsatisfactory foreign substitutes for (S, Ω)).

sz

∫Ê

{S Z}

{À =}

˙ 8.7. Japanese not fully neutral realizations of (S, Ω) (and (s)).
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ful: (àkA'Ze+)), zua˙ (àZu'Äq+)˚ sè˙zo (çs™ÆàZo=)˘
In addition, /z/ (Ω, Ë) is transliterated as j˚ before i /i/ (i). <e same happens before other vowels in the sequence /zjé/: jV (Ωjé, Ëjé) (although /j/ (j) remains, with
the same peculiarities seen for /s/). It is realized as prepalatal rounded (again, with
somehow reduced rounding) (éΩi, éΩjé) (slow — careful: (éËi, éËjé)) and (|Ëi,
|Ëjé÷ ~Ëi, ~Ëjé): Fùji ('fuàΩi=)˚ jite˙ (àËi't™q+)˚ ka˙ji (ÇkÄ~_Ëi+)˘ ˙ 8.7 shows frequent mediatic variants of (S, Ω).
As a quite frequent speech defect, /s/ becomes (!) (a voiceless non-grooved unilateral constrictive, shown in ˙ 7.3.1-3, which, in Welsh and Zulu, is not just a
‘strange' sound, but a full phoneme in itself).
During childhood, instead of this more problematic phone, we can ﬁnd /s/ articulated as shown in the bottom row of ˙ 8.4: any of the three phones given there
can be used, also alternating between them, (C, c, d). Usually, this speech defect
is spontaneously corrected as soon as children grow up.
Approximants
8.2.4.1. Japanese has three approximants. <e ﬁrst, y /j/ (j)˚ is (voiced) palatal:
sayo(o)nàra (àsA'jo4o7_nA“rA=)˚ ya=Ïkì (“jA_SÙ'Ki+)˚ yookyuu (Çjoo_Kªuu+)˚ =ùu=Ï
(çSjuuàSÙ=)˚ miyako (àmi'A_ko+)˘
As can be seen from our examples, it remains unchanged in word-initial position
/˘jé/ (˘jé), whereas it is realized as a phonetic ‘zero', (¢), when preceded by i /i/: /ijé/ ê
(ié). In non-slow speech, the same is possible for /ejé/ ê (eé), or –better– (eJé). <us,
we will mark (eJé) (by using the palatal semi-approximant symbol): heyà (àhe'JA=).
As already said, after the voiceless stop phonemes /pjé, tjé, kjé/, /j/ is devoiced,
(ª): (pª, cª, Kª); but it remains (j) after other consonants (even if voiceless, s˚ h /s,
h/ (S, H)]˚ and without being absorbed by /t, s, z, h/: (cª, Sj, Ωj, Ëj, Hj) (in spite
of current transliterations as ≠, =, j˚ which, however, can hint at mediatic or colloquial pronunciations). Sequences such as yi, ye do not occur.
As ˙ 8.15 shows, in mediatic pronunciation, ky˚ gy˚ äy /kj, gj, ≈j/ are postpalatal
(k, g) stopstrictives or a sequence with /j/ (3) for /≈j/ (§3) (see further § 8.2.6.1).
8.2.4.2. <e second Japanese approximant, w /w/ (w) (˙ 8.8), which occurs in
the syllable wa), is voiced vertically rounded provelar, di‡ering from (w), which is
velar and fully rounded. It has the same relationship with u /u/ (u) as happens in
English between /w/ (w) and /uu, ¨, u/ (¯u, Uu, ¨, ¯): win ('w¤n:), quick ('khw¤k),
few ('fj¯;u), too ('Th¯;u) (Am. Eng. ('ThU;u)}, took ('Th¨k), to eat (Th¯'IiT). <us, we
have: wata=Ï (àwA'tA_SÙ+)˚ kawa (àkA'wA+)˚ uwasa (àu'wA_sA+)˚ de˙wa (Çd™q_wA+)˘
˙ 8.8. Two Japanese approximants: /j/ (j, J, ¢) (including a ‘zero' phone for /éji/), /w/ (w).
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˙ 8.9. Japanese /w/: several mediatic or colloquial variants (including labiodentals).
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˙ 8.9 also gives three nasalized semi-approximant contoids, (ã, á, „), which occur in mediatic pronunciation, in the following contexts: /q4˘7i, q4˘7e/ (%4˘7ãi, %4˘7ãe),
/q4˘7wa/ (q4˘7áA), /q4˘7o/ (›4˘7„o). In neutral pronunciation, we simply have: /q/
(%)+(H, j, i, ˘i), /q/ (q)+(h, w, u, e, A, ˘u), /q/ (›)+(o, ˘o).
A few examples: te˙i˙ (Çt™%_¤%+) {m(Çt™%_ã¤%+)}, Nihò˙-e (à˙içhøqàe=) {m(à˙içhø%_ãe=)}, de˙wa (Çd™q_wA+) {m(Çd™q_áA+)}, Nihò˙-o (à˙içhøqào=) {m(à˙içhø›à„o=)}, sà˙u
(çsÄqàu=) {m(çsÄqà„u=)}.
<e third approximant, h /h/ (h)˚ is voiceless laryngeal. However, in fast ¸ mediatic pronunciation, (h) can become voiced: (·), after vowels (sometimes also the voiceless semiapproximant (â) may occur). But the most remarkable fact is that, by assimilation, /hu/ is (fu) (a voiceless bilabial approximant, more conveniently transliterated as fu]˚ and that in /hi, hjé/ (Hi, Hjé) we have a voiceless postpalatal approximant.
In addition, in mediatic pronunciation, a voiceless velar approximant, (∆), is
very frequent for /ha4a7/: haho˙ (àhA'høq+) {m(à∆A'·øq+)}˚ hahe˙ (àhA'h™q+) {(mà∆A'·™q+)}˚ fÎkòo (àfÛçkoo=)˚ hiäe (àHi'œe+)˚ hyakù (àHjA'ku=)˘ See ˙ 8.10.
˙ 8.10. Japanese /h/ (h, H, f) and mediatic variants (∆, ·, â) (and regional ones (œ, õ)).
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‘Trills'
8.2.5. Japanese has one phoneme of the ‘trill' type, which is somehow similar to
Spanish r /Í/ (Í), as in interpretar (iæ&teÍpÍe'taÍ). A realization like this could be su‚cient
for a fairly acceptable and easily comprehensible pronunciation of Japanese, especially
if of the international kind, all the more so because that phone is indeed one of the
possible realizations, also frequent, in mediatic and colloquial pronunciations.
However, it is better to learn the two most typical articulations given shortly
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(which are alveolar, again), and use them instead of (Í). Its more convenient symbol is /r/ (r). <e same phone also occurs in American English, for the diaphoneme
/ù/, before (≥), with lateral contraction of the tongue, Õ better ('ber-≥).
In fact, the ﬁrst and more frequent taxophone of Japanese r /r/ is (r), lateral ﬂap
(or lateralized ﬂap, ˙ 8.11]˚ which occurs after vowels (\ between vowels, even
within sentences): kawara (àkA'wA_rA+)˚ erì (àe'ri=)˘
˙ 8.11. Japanese r /r/ (r, |R, NR) (the two typical phones, and their contexts; and a somehow in-between phone, (`)).
≤

1

+

+
`

¬

m

In mediatic pronunciation, a non-lateralized ﬂap is possible too, (®) (which is
the main American phone, for the diaphoneme /ù/, in all contexts except with (≥):
Betty ('be®-i), with no lateral contraction): kawara (àkA'wA_®A+)˚ erì (àe'®i=)˘ In Japanese it is better to use (r), although (®) and even (Í) are possible, too, as we have already said (though not actually neutral).
<e second important taxophone of r /Í/ is (R), lateral tap (or tapped lateral, ˙
8.11), which occurs after /q/ (even within sentences), or after pauses: bè˙ri
(çb™NàRi=)˚ ruiji (àRu'i_Ωi+)˚ reki=i (àRe_KÙ'Si+)˚ rò˙ri (çRøNàRi=)˘
For the sake of simplicity, we could say that the di‡erence between these two
realizations consists in di‡erent degrees of lateralization. In fact, (r) is less lateralized, as its lateralization is an added, or secondary, component (let us say 1ˇ’);
whereas, for (R) its lateralization is prevailing, or primary (let us say 2ˇ’).
A compromise phone, (`), a lateralized tap˚ is also shown in ˙ 8.11. It can be
safely used for both (r, R), as it is su‚ciently lateralized and short, or quick.
Occasionally, in mediatic pronunciation, fully lateral realizations can be heard as
˙ 8.12. Japanese /r/: 18 possible partially di‡erent mediatic or colloquial variants.
1
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well, (l) (which is still alveolar), and also postalveolar ones, of various manners of articulation –respectively– ﬂap˚ tap˚ stop˚ ﬂapped lateral˚ lateral\ (ı, ú, Ã, L, ¬). See ˙ 8.12.
Obviously, these phones need not be actively acquired – it is su‚cient to be simply able to recognize them, including three more ‘risky' mediatic taxophones: (d), a
dental voiced stop, totally like the d /d/ (d) phoneme (!), or (7), a dentialveolar voiced
stop, articulated only in a slightly backer position, and a true alveolar stop, (d).
A shorter version of these three contoids is also possible, in mediatic pronunciation, more frequently in word-initial position. We represent them as (d, 7, d),
and they last about as (Í), which can even be no longer than 3 cs (three hundredths
of a second). Of course, a fourth possibility is (Ã), as well.
Notice that a typical yàkuza pronunciation is well-known mostly for its realizations of /r/, which sound very harsh and rude (¬ ˙ 8.13). <ey are alveolar, but
with some additional features: it can be a rounded (∂), or velarized tap (R), or a trill
(r), also with velarization, (5). It can also be lengthened, with (;), or (:), in order to
sound more ‘frightening', it seems.
˙ 8.13. Japanese /r/ realizations typical of yàkuza pronunciation.
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Looking carefully at ˙ 8.14.1-2, it is possible to ﬁnd some of the most inadequate foreign realizations for r /r/: di‡erent kinds of uvular phones and others
more typical of di‡erent English speakers.
˙ 8.14.1. Japanese /r/ realizations very di‡erent from the many native possibilities.
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˙ 8.14.2. Japanese /r/ realizations typical of di‡erent kinds of English speakers.
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‘Palatalization'
8.2.6.1. Before /i, j/, the phonemes /n, ≈÷ t, k, g÷ s÷ z÷ h/ have peculiar but necessary realizations: ni /ni/ (˙i) (pre-palatal), äi /≈i/ (§i) (post-palatal); and ≠i, ki˚
gi /ti, ki, gi/ (ci, Ki, Gi)÷ =i˚ ji˚ hi /si÷ zi÷ hi/ (Si÷ Ωi, |Ëi, ~Ëi÷ Hi).
Some examples: ni˙juu (Ç˙¤~_Ëjuu+)˚ kaäìru (àkA'§iàru=)÷ ≠iè (àci'e=)˚ kieru (àKi'e_ru+)˚ giwakÎ (àGi'wA_kÛ+)÷ =imà (àSi'mA=)÷ aji (àA'Ωi+)˚ jimì (àËi'mi=)˚ màhi ('mAàHÙ=)˘
In addition, we ﬁnd: ny /nj/ (˙j), äy /≈j/ (§j); ≠, ky˚ gy /tj, kj, gj/ (cª, Kª, Gj)÷ =˚
j˚ hy /sj÷ zj÷ hj/ (Sj÷ Ωj, |Ëj, ~Ëj÷ Hj).
Examples: nyuuäakÎ (Ç˙juu_≈A‘kÛ+)˚ a˙äya (ÇÄù_§jA+)÷ ≠ùu≠o (çcªuuàcªo=)˚ kyuukyùu=a (9KªuuçKªuuàSjA=)˚ gyuunyuu (ÇGjuu_˙juu+)÷ =i˙nyùusei (9S¤~ç˙juuàsee=)÷
ka˙yuu (ÇkÄ%_juu+)˚ jidòo=a (àËiçdooàSjA=)˚ hyakù (àHjA'ku=)˘
Again, we must keep in mind that, for /k, g, ≈/ + /i, j/, the actual articulation
is ‘postpalatal' (K, G, §) (rather than fully palatal, (©, á, N)); and that (j) remains (in
spite of the practical transliteration adopted.
But our phonotonetic transcriptions clearly show real neutral pronunciation
accurately, although, in mediatic and colloquial pronunciations, we can certainly
ﬁnd: (k, g, §3), where also (3) is postpalatal.
˙ 8.15. Japanese: mediatic palatalized and postpalatal phones.
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8.2.6.2. All other consonants have no ‘palatalization' (although certain linguists
and phonologists state the contrary, also because they can carry theorism to an excess). So, we regularly have: ri /ri/ (éri, |Ri, NRi)÷ mi, pi /mi, pi/ (mi, pi)÷ bi /bi/ (bi).
<us: obieru (“o_bi'e_ru+)˚ minori (àmi'no_ri+)˚ =ì˙ri (çS¤NàRi=)˚ risokÎ (àRi'so_kÛ+)˚
e˙piæÎ (Ç™M_pi‘TÛ+).
In addition, we have /0jé/ (0jé)\ ry /rj/ (rj, |Rj, NRj)÷ my˚ py /mj, pj/ (mj, pª)÷ by
/bj/ (bj). But, in mediatic and colloquial pronunciations, we also ﬁnd /ébj/ (éBj÷
é∫j, éÊj)): e˙ryo (ç™NàRjo=) {m(ç™NàRjo=)), ryùu (ÇRjuu+)˚ roppyakÎ (9Rop'p:ªA_kÛ+)˚ byòo
(çbjoo=)˚ bu˙myakÎ (Çb¨M_mjA‘kÛ+)˚ zairyòo (9ZAiçrjoo=)˘
Loanwords – gairaióo (9gAi'rAi_≈o+)
8.2.7. As in any language, even in Japanese, loanwords (of which about 10,000
are of English origin) require some adaptation to the syllable structure (which is
based on morae in Japanese, as we know) and new phonemic combinations for
new sounds, especially for some new consonants.
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For these typical adaptations, let us consider three examples: kùrabu (_ku"rAàbu=)
‘club', sÎtoràikÏ (“sÛ_toçrAiàKÙ=) ‘(workers') strike', sÎtoràikÎ (“sÛ_toçrAiàkÛ=) ‘(baseball)
strike'. It is clear how the Japanese syllabic structure changes original monosyllables,
with consonant clusters, into actual polysyllables.
Among new combinations, in the traditional taxophononics (which is quite rigid
and with a fairly limited number of possibilities), the most common are: pàatii (çpaaàtii=) ‘party', dirèkÎtaa (àdi'reàkÛ“taa=, àdiçre˜àtaa=) ‘director', ≠è˙ji (çc4ª7™~àËi=) ‘change',
jètto (çË4j7etàt:o=) ‘jet', =èfÎ ('S4j7eàf4Û7=) ‘chef'.
Also (see ˙ 8.16): fuirumu˚ fuì- (àfu'i_ru‘mu+, -àru“mu=, ±'fi-, ≠'Hi-) ±±('ƒi-, 'Fi-)
‘ﬁlm', baiori˙ (9bAi'o_r¤%+, 9BAi-, 9∫Ai-, 9ÊAi-) ±±(9vAi-, 9√Ai-) ‘violin', =ì˙fonii (çS¤µàfo“˙ii=) ‘symphony', ka˙æòone (9kÄÆçTooàne=) ‘canzone'.
Some examples clearly show that, besides placing some phones into new combinations, certain sequences are slightly ‘denipponized' (as the possible dropping, in
these words but not in genuine neutral ones, of (j) after prepalatal –vertically
rounded– articulations), becoming slightly more ‘international'.
Certain examples also show, quite clearly, a kind of possible resyllabication,
slightly following foreign-language principles.
Here we provide further examples, to complete our small survey: ≠èsÎ ('c4j7eàsÛ) ‘chess', =èrii ('S4j7eàrii) ‘sherry', æàa (çTaa) ‘tzar', æeæè-bae (àTe'TeàbAe) ‘tsetse',
Èriæi˙ (çeàri“Tiù) ‘Yeltsin/Elìcin (èjELcYn)', tùtti (çtutàt:i) ‘tutti', tìi (çtii) ‘tea', dìsÎkÎ ('diàsÛàkÛ, çdisàkÛ) ‘disc', dii-dii-tìi (∞dii_diiçtii) ‘ddt', Fìjii ('fiàËii) ‘«ji', fèrii
('feàrii) ‘ferry', fèaa (çfeaa) ‘fair', fà ('fA) ‘F, fah', fòto ('foàto) ‘photo', fyùujii (çfjuuàËii) ‘fusee', uì˙doo (àuç¤Æ:àdoo) ‘window', uisÎkìi (àu'isÛ9Kii) ‘whisky', uèsÎto (àu'eàsÛàto, àuçesàto) ‘waist', uòotaa (àuçooàtaa) ‘(cold) water', kàrutetto/kuàrutetto (‘kAàru"tetàt:o, àku‘Aàru"tetàt:o) ‘quartet'.
˙ 8.16. Japanese: important ‘committed' sociophonic realizations of xenophonemes ‘>f, B≥'.
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9.
Japanese
structures
Consonant gemination
9.1.1. We must state that a ‘mora' coincides with a light syllable, as the one formed
by a short vowel (/i, e, a, o, u/ (i, e, a, o, u), preceded or not by a single consonant,
/0/, or /0j/), or else by /q/ alone. Also the ﬁrst element of a geminate consonant (/é00é/ (é0-0:é) ((0…0:))) counts as a mora in Japanese, although the second part of a geminate is decidedly longer than its ﬁrst part, and is followed by a vocoid. But, as far as
the length of the consonants is concerned, it is their bisyllabic structure which is relevant: ((é0…0:é)).
A half-heavy syllable corresponds to a geminate vowel (/ii, ee, aa, oo, uu/ (ii,
ee, aa, oo, uu)), or a diphthong, or to a short vowel followed by /q/ (/éq/ (éq)).
Again, the ﬁrst element of a geminate consonant (whose second element belongs
to the following syllable, together with its vowel, as just seen) counts as another
mora added to a geminated or diphthongized vowel. Above, we saw /é0-0é/.
Instead, a heavy syllable presents a geminate vowel (or diphthong) + /q/ (/ééq/
(ééq)} or + the ﬁrst element of a geminate consonant: /éé040é7/ (éé0…40:é7).
<us, such heavy syllables may be followed by any other syllable, which can be
/0é/ (0:é), as just seen, or a simple /é/ (é), or /q/ (q). Of course, instead of a simple /é/ (é), we can certainly ﬁnd /éé/ (éé), as well (either as a geminated or diphthongized vowel). A couple of examples: tòotta (çtootàt:A=), Ai˙=Îtài˙ (Einstein)
(∞A¤%_SÛçtA¤%=, ÇA¤%_SÛ£tA¤%=).
As we have already said and seen from various previous examples, in Japanese,
vowel length is distinctive, \ short and ‘long' or rather geminate (or doubled) vowels oppose signiﬁcantly: so ('so+), sò ('so=) (one mora and one syllable), soo (Çsoo+),
sòo (çsoo=) (two morae, but one syllable); tòkÏ ('toàKÙ=), tòokÏ (çtooàKÙ=).
9.1.2. Even consonant length is distinctively present. As just seen, a Japanese geminate consonant counts two morae (in two di‡erent syllables). Let us consider: kÏte
(àKÙ'te+) (from kiru (àKi'ru+) ‘to wear') and kÏtè (àKÙ'te=) (from kuru (àku'ru+) ‘to
come'), both with two morae and two syllables; kÏttè° ‘stamp' (\ kÏttè (9KÙt't:e=) or kÏtte (9KÙt't:e+)), and kìttè (\ kÏttè (9KÙt't:e=), or kìtte (çKitàt:e=), from kìru (_Ki"ru=) ‘to cut'),
both with three morae, but two syllables; also gaka (àgA'kA+) ‘artist', gakka (9gAk'k:A+)
‘lesson'.
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Let us also note examples like: Màhha (çmAhàh:A=) (‘Mach {number}'), sÎtà‡Î
(‘sta‡') (àsÛçtAfàf:Û=).
From a phonic point of view, a doubled consonant always consists of two
morae: the ﬁrst one coincides with the ﬁrst element of the gemination, even if it
is actually shorter, (0). „ereas the second consonant –which is decidedly longer,
since actually lengthened, (0:)– constitutes another mora, together with the (simple) vowel that follows it: (9KÙt-t:e+) (in spite of its longer duration).
In fact, sotto is (9sot…'t:o+) ‘softly' (while a similar Italian word sotto ‘under' is
('sot:…to) in a tune, or ('sot…to) in a protune, with non-phonemic di‡erent length).
Let us observe well –and listen even more carefully to– the di‡erence between
(0:…0) and (0…0:). Both for Japanese sotto and for Italian sotto, however, we always
have two phono-syllables, even if Japanese sotto has three morae.
For the sake of clearness, let us add that, in colloquial Japanese pronunciation, instead
of a systematic use of (é0…0:é), we can often hear simply (é0…0é), which –however– still
counts as three morae, and can actually be something like (é0…0;é) or (é0;…0;é).
For the sake of completeness, in mediatic Japanese pronunciation, in addition to
a systematic plain use of (é0…0:é), we can often hear two di‡erent alternative structures for voiceless and voiced geminate consonants.
In fact, /é=…=é/ can also be realized as (é_…0:é) (where (_) is a glottalized contoid, ¬ ˙ 3.4.b), or (é0…0:é) (where (é) is a creaky-voiced vocoid, ¬ ˙ 3.4.h), and
/é£…£:é/, as (é£…Ò:é) (where (=) is a voiceless contoid, (Ò) is a partially voiced/devoiced contoid, (£) is a voiced contoid).
9.1.3. A ‘moraic' ˙ is always postvocalic, but it can also be followed by a vowel
(and transliterated as V˙V –or Vn' V– in order to make people realize we are dealing
with /éqé/ (éq…é), not with VnV /éné/ (é…né), and the same goes for V˙yV–or Vn'yV˚
if we had not the useful ˙ sign– /éqjé/ (éù…jé) (by normal and natural assimilation,
provided the preceding vowel is not a back one, as in the example hò˙ya (çhøqàjA=),
given below), which is di‡erent from VnyV /énjé/ (é…˙jé)): tè˙doo (çt™Æàdoo=) (¬ a similar Italian word, tendo /'tEædo/: ('tEæ4:7do), \ ('tEæ:do) in a tune, but ('tEædo) in a protune).
However, in Japanese, in addition to /éqé/ (éq…é) and /éné/ (é…né), as in à˙i
(çÄqài=)˚ àni ('Aà˙i=), we can also have /éq≈é/ (0⁄…≈é) (which is the combination of
/éq/ and /≈é/): e˙äi (Ç™q_§i+) and /éqné/ (0N…né) too (combination of /éq/ + /né/):
a˙na (ÇÄN_nA+)˚ à˙ni (çÄ~à˙i=) (¬ Italian: Anna /'anna/ ('an4:7na), anni /'anni/ ('an4:7ni)]˘ Also: dò˙na (çdøNànA=) (Italian: donna /'d`nna/ ('d`n4:7na)). Let us add this –not
useless– example: hò˙ya (çhøqàjA=); in fact, let us notice well that the structure of
the ﬁrst syllable, with a back vowel prevails on the initial palatal consonant of the
second syllable.
<erefore, the structure of /q/ (M, Æ, N, ~, ù, ì, ⁄) (fully nasal intense contoids)
“ (µ, ¯, Q, %, —, q, Á) (semi-nasal intense contoids) –one mora– is di‡erent from
the geminate one /0-0é/ (two morae, or three including the ﬁrst vowel: /é-0-0é/).
However, there is no di‡erence for the counting of morae.
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Japanese accent – àkÎse˙to (‘AàkÛ"s™Æàto=, 9Ak"s™Æàto=)
9.2.1. Our transcriptions, as we have seen in the previous section too, indicate
that, in Japanese, accent is actually a pitch accent, phonemically pertinent, while
phonetically, also stress is important and peculiar.
We are not faced with real tones (and tonemes), as in Chinese or @etnamese
(languages where even gliding or compound movements on each syllable are prevailing). On the contrary, in Japanese a pattern stretches over whole words, or
whole rhythm groups formed by one or more words and by their (strictly connected) clitic functional syllables (grammatical particles).
<e term àkÎse˙to indicates the point, \ the mora, after which the pitch is lowered, passing from mid to low pitch. In our transliterations, this is shown by a grave
accent on the pertinent vowel (or mora). Any other morae before the accent have
mid pitch, except for the very ﬁrst one, which is low.
If a word or rhythm group has no accent, the ﬁrst mora is low, whereas all the
successive ones are mid; thus, without going back to low pitch, according to the
pattern that follows (which is limited, here, to four morae – ¬ ˙ 9.1).
9.2.2. Only in the following table (which relates to ˙ 9.1), we will show a tonemic
(å) and a tonetic pattern (∫), where (ào) indicates a low-pitched syllable, with the
vowel timbre of /o/; whereas (_o) indicates mid pitch. We consider them to be
more useful and convenient, in order to describe and learn/teach them. We add
pattern (©) that is most recommendable in transliterations, which do not ignore
accent, when no transcriptions are used.
Let us notice that /å indicates the presence of accent in (å); and that (=) and (+)
hint at the pitch height that an added particle has, after a given word or rhythm
group: low or mid, respectively.
According to a general principle of not explicitly writing unmarked prosodic elements, in our transcriptions, the notation (_) (for mid pitch) could or should be left out.
But, it is certainly more useful to show it, all the more so because in actual examples it
is much less obtrusive than in the table. In any case, in pattern (∆) it has been left out.
For useful comparisons, we add the most widespread patterns used in transliterations (∂, ™), and the one used in katakana moraic transcription (ƒ) with typically
oriental graphic complexities. We also show a phonotonetic pattern turned into a
more ‘orthodox' one (Ÿ), originating from pattern (™). To indicate any mora, here
we use (o), /o/, o˚ $ (the last one to ‘symbolize' katakana writing, in ƒ):
å
∫
©
∂
™
ƒ
Ÿ
∆

/oooo/
(ào_o_o_o+)
oooo
oooo
oVooo
$999
(o‰ooo)
(àoooo)

/ooooå
(ào_o_o_o=)
oooò
oooo◊
oVooo◊
$990
(o‰oooX)
(àoooo)

/oooòo/
(ào_o_oào=)
ooòo
ooo◊o
oVoo◊o
$90$
(o‰ooXo)
(àoooào)

/ooòoo/
(ào_oàoào=)
oòoo
oo◊oo
oVo◊oo
$0$$
(o‰oXoo)
(àooàoào)

/oòooo/
(_oàoàoào=)
òooo
o◊ooo
Vo◊ooo
0$$$
(‰oXooo)
(oàoàoào).
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˙ 9.1. Pitch-accent patterns.

/oooo/
(ào_o_o_o+)

/ooooò/
(ào_o_o_o=)

/oooòo/
(ào_o_oào=)

/ooòoo/
(ào_oàoào=)

/oòooo/
(_oàoàoào=)

9.2.3. In type-å tonetic transcriptions, the ﬁrst instance (/oooo/) di‡ers from
the second (/ooooå), because for the latter we also indicate the succeeding lowering (which is hinted at by (=), in type-∫ transcriptions, in opposition to (+)). Indeed,
it is not really present when no words follow (as we will see shortly). In type-©
transliterations, the accent could even be acute [ó]˚ as some authors do, but the
grave one [ò] is to be preferred since it can show actual movements better – in fact,
the pitch falls (from mid to low).
Type-∂ and type-™ transliterations reﬂect the ﬁrst ones in a more abstract way:
tonemic and tonetic (å, ∫); even the katakana transliteration –or ‘transcription'–
(ƒ) shows the same characteristic, but in a more abstract way in comparison with
real transcriptions (å, ∫, Ÿ, ∆).
We do not use transcriptions of the type /o◊ooo/ (Vo◊ooo), which someone uses though (in the wake of type-∂ and type-™ transliterations), because if syllables
or morae were really pronounced on a high pitch, instead of the mid one, the result would not be at all convincing. Let us add that in certain textbooks it is possible to ﬁnd both types ∂ and ™ with katakana, and type ƒ with transcriptions.
As far as the indication of pitch variants is concerned, as we have done in § 1.2,
for hiràäànà (àHi'rA_≈A“nA=, àHi'rAà≈A“nA=÷ àHi'rA_≈A‘nA=) and katàkàna (àkA'tAàkA“nA=, àkA'tA_kA“nA=), the most important thing is to indicate them (unless there are social or
geographical usage di‡erences, which must be explained). Also: ≠˜kàkÎ ('ciàkA“kÛ=, àcÙ'kAàkÛ=) (with stress change) ‘shortly', but ≠ÏkakÎ (àcÙ'kA_kÛ+) ‘perception'.
9.2.4. Here are some examples taken from Japanese (pitch-)accent dictionaries.
<ey will complete ˙ 9.1, indicating the possibility of words with six morae (and
a particle, to show their pitch movements in actual phrases, even with the particle).
Notice, for instance, that hì-äa might be placed (and deﬁned) in two di‡erent
places: either as with its accent on the initial mora of the lexemes, /°ò°°°°°4°7/, or else
on the ﬁnal one. <e same for many other examples. <e important thing, here, is
to have a general idea of the di‡erent possible structures of Japanese (pitch-)accent.
Accentless forms, /°°°°°°4°7/: hi-äa˚ tori-äa˚ sakura-äa˚ tomoda≠i-äa˚ tonarimura-äa˚
murasakiiro-äa
Accent on ﬁnal mora, /°°°°°°ò4°7/: hanà-äa, otokò-äa˚ imootò-äa˚ O=ooäaæù-äa˚ juui≠iäaæù-äa
Accent on middle preﬁnal mora [or ‘postinitial'], /°°°°°ò°4°7/: kokòro-äa˚ mizuùmi-äa˚ wata=ibùne-äa˚ aiaiäàsa-äa
Accent on middle pre-preﬁnal mora, /°°°°ò°°4°7/: uäùisu-äa˚ naæuyàsumi-äa˚ kodomogòkoro-äa
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Accent on middle post-postinitial mora, /°°°ò°°°4°7/: onàido=i-äa˚ ±i˙kà˙se˙-äa
Accent on middle postinitial mora, /°°ò°°°°4°7/: omàwarisa˙-äa
Accent on initial mora, /°ò°°°°°4°7/: hì-äa˚ àme-äa˚ ìno≠i-äa˚ Fùjisa˙-äa˚ àkÎse˙to-äa˚ Tookàidoo-äa˘
9.2.5. A short –mono-moraic– syllable may have two pitch possibilities: ne ('ne+)
‘sound, tone' (absence of accent), nè ('ne=) ‘root' (presence of accent), but tonetically
they are both ‘non-low' (\ said on a mid pitch: ('ne). <e same goes for ki ('Ki+)
‘spirit', kì ('Ki=) ‘tree' (in isolation: ('Ki)), and ha ('hA+) ‘leaf', hà ('hA=) ‘tooth' (in isolation: ('hA)).
In the case of two morae, we can have sòo (çsoo=) ‘monk', soo (Çsoo+) ‘villa, inn',
which are monosyllables realized on half-low pitch – but slightly falling or rising,
respectively, since they combine mid and low, or low and mid, pitch (¬ ˙ 9.2, and
notice that (ç), (Ç) are di‡erent from (è), (¶) –used in other languages– because their
movements are less wide than for these last ones).
Also notice that, in unstressed bimoraic syllables, we ﬁnd (9), as in: se˙sèi (9s™qçsee=)˚ koohìi (9kooçHii=). Notice that (9) is half-low, and thus di‡erent from a true
low dot, (à). <e last one occurs –for instance– in words with one-mora ﬁrst syllable
with no accent on it, shown in several previous and following examples.
Let us, now, examine the case of a one-mora syllable followed by such particles as
-äa˚ -wa (≈A, wA). <ese particles are accentless˚ since their pitch depends on what precedes, even if they are obviously ('≈A, 'wA) when pronounced metalinguistically, in
isolation. A few examples: ne-äa (àne'≈A+) and nè-äa ('neà≈A=), ki-äa (àKi'≈A+) and kì-äa
('Kià≈A=), ha-äa (àhA'≈A+) and hà-wa ('hAàwA=).
9.2.6. It is fundamental not to believe that Japanese has two ‘tonemes' – a ‘low'
and a ‘mid' one (too often, misleadingly called ‘high'). As a matter of fact, accent
is not at all a kind of actual pitch height (as it is not simple stress, either). On the
contrary, it is a pitch fall. It is a sort of ‘catatonic point', after which the pitch falls,
passing from the mid to the low band, as the examples clearly show.
But, above all, accent is either present or absent. In English, (the position of) stress
is phonemic (ìmport noun, impórt verb); whereas it is not so in Japanese. Besides,
in English and non-tone languages, pitch depends only on intonation (and paraphonics); whereas, in Japanese, pitch is phonemic and fundamental (although modiﬁed by intonation and paraphonics, too, as we will see).
Japanese has mid pitch until an accent is inserted, after which the pitch becomes
low. If no accent occurs, the pitch remains mid (but the ﬁrst mora of a word or
rhythm group is on a low pitch). On the contrary, stress in Japanese is not phonemic and depends on a complex interplay of various factors, such as the presence or
absence of accent, where it is placed, and the syllable structures of their word or
rhythm group.
Naturally, the tonograms su‚ciently highlight that, in a rhythm group, or in
an isolated word, the ﬁrst mora is low and contrasts with the second one, which
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is mid; unless (as we have already said and seen) the ﬁrst mora itself bears an accent, in which case it is mid and all what follows is low.
Again, with two morae, we also have hàna ('hAànA=) ‘edge', hanà (àhA'nA=) ‘ﬂower', hana (àhA'nA+) ‘nose' (all bisyllabic), as for the monosyllabic examples followed
by a particle, as seen above.
As soon as a particle is added, the e‡ect of accent is immediately clear: ne-wa
(àne'wA+) ‘sound, tone', nè-wa ('neàwA=) ‘root', hàna-äa ('hAànA“≈A=) ‘edge', hanà-äa
(àhA'nAà≈A=) ‘ﬂower', hana-äa (àhA'nA_≈A+) ‘nose'; and so on.
Also: ki-ni kakèru (àKi‘˙i_kA'˜eàru=) ‘to take a thing to heart', kì-ni kakèru (‘Kià˙iàkA"˜eàru=) ‘to hang something on the tree', kaki-o tabèru (àkA‘Kio_tA'beàru=) ‘to eat
parsimmons', kàki-o tabèru (‘kAàKioàtA"beàru=) ‘to eat oysters'.
˙ 9.2. Movements in syllables with two morae of di‡erent pitch.
*
*

*

/ò3°2°/ =

(Ç$+),

(∞$+),

(9$+)

*

/ò2°3°/
=
/2°3°ò/

(ç$=),

(£$=),

(9$=)

<e very nature of Japanese accent
9.3.1. In order to ‘naturally' cope with Japanese accent, it is necessary to start from its
very nature. As we ‘know' it is tonemic, although not without a stress component, which
is also necessary in order to succeed in uttering Japanese words, phrases and sentences.
It must be stated very clearly that we all should do exactly what native speakers
and hearers do in a spontaneous way. „at matters is the relative height of each syllable (in spite of possible neutral variants, as well).
Of course, all this is a typical Japanese feature, which is not shared even by other tone languages, as Chinese or @etnamese. It goes without saying that stress-languages are still more di‡erent in their way of dealing with prominence. As ˙ 9.1
shows, each mora has its own pitch, which determines the whole tonetic movement
of everything that is said natively.
Also ˙ 9.2 has to be accurately considered for two-morae syllables of di‡erent pitch.
However, the long and short of it is that each Japanese syllable has to be said primarily respecting its pitch. Of course, some stress prominence has to be put on some
particular syllable, in order to be able to easily utter the whole sequence.
On the other hand, stress-languages are certainly not without a pitch component.
Otherwise they would not sound natural. In addition, all languages (either tone or
stress ones) have certain intonation (and paraphonic) structures, which make them
sound even more natural.
<us, the Japanese native-speakers' brain drives them to pitch each syllable accurately maintaining its intrinsic tone, as shown in ˙ 9.1-2. Even foreign learners
should manage to do something similar, favoring pitch over stress.
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9.3.2. Limiting our observations mainly to three- and four-syllable words, it is
interesting to note that, in slow and precise speech, as in uttering words in isolation,
native speakers may exhibit a kind of ‘citation utterance', which gives more prominence to their third and second last syllables, but the others keep a certain prominence, as well, though less clear.
Looking at ˙ 9.1, let us try to show these di‡erences by means of (.) for their greater
degree, and (Œ) for their relatively lesser degree: ( ; . Œ ˘)), ( ; . ó˘)), ( . ; ó˘)) and ( ó . . Œ ˘)), ( ó . . ó˘)),
( ó . ; ó˘)), ( Œ ; ; ó˘)). And, any (.) or (;) can be realized as more prominent, as far as stress is concerned: (') or (").
<e choice is rather free, although there are given preferences dependent on
particular words and speakers. However, most native speakers do not even realize
that there may be this tiny di‡erence, provided the relative pitch on each syllable is
respected.
But, at normal speed, for words, phrases and sentences (obviously, not declaimed),
we ﬁnd other patterns, which are determined more by rhythm. <us, we have some
weaker syllables alternating with stronger ones: (à ' _), (à ' à), and (' à “) or (_ " à), for three
syllables; and (à ' _ ‘) or (“ _ ' _), (à ' _ “) or (“ _ ' à), (à ' à “) or (“ _ " à), (_ " à “) or (‘ à " à), respectively, for four syllables.
In actual sentences, the combination of words and phrases avoids having two
secondary-stressed syllables in contact. <us, one (‘) or (“) is normally changed into
(_) or (à).
9.3.3. <e heaviness of each syllable depends on the following prominence scale,
from the lightest to the heaviest one, which gives the following groups:
1: (´) (fully voiceless), (Ò) (partially voiceless),
2: (àé) (voiced low-pitched (i, u)),
3: (àé) (voiced low-pitched (e, A, o)),
4: (_é+) (‘unaccented' voiced mid-pitched (i, u)),
5: (_é+) (‘unaccented' voiced mid-pitched (e, A, o)),
6: (_é=) (‘accented' voiced mid-pitched (i, u)),
7: (_é=) (‘accented' voiced mid-pitched (e, A, o)),
8: (é¸) (in checked syllables with voiceless consonants),
9: (éÑ) (in checked syllables with voiced consonants),
10: (éé) (‘long' vowels, including /aa/ (aa)),
11: (éÏ) (true diphthongs),
12: (éM) (short vowel in checked syllable with an intense nasal),
13: (é=¸, é=Ñ, é=é, é=Ï, é=M) (as 8-12 with an accent on their ﬁrst mora),
14: (éé0) (‘long' vowel in checked syllable with voiced or voiceless consonant),
15: (éÏ0) (diphthong in checked syllable with voiced or voiceless consonant),
16: (ééM), (éÏM) (‘long' vowel or diphthong with an intense nasal),
17: (é=é0, é=Ï0, é=éM, é=ÏM) (as 14-16 with an accent on their ﬁrst mora).
Let us notice that sets 2-3, 4-5, 6-7 have an important heaviness di‡erence concerning the assignment of stress strength on the syllables of actual words. In fact, /i,
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u/, even outside devoicing, are less heavy than /e, a, o/. <us, they are more prone
to avoid receiving stress prominence when an accent precedes them in trisyllabic
words as dò≠ira˚ tèkubi˚ màyuäe (with (' à “)), than nìmoæÎ˚ mèäane˚ tèa=Ï˚ MùrakÏ
(with (_ " à))˚ in spite of cases like mèu=Ï (most often with (_ " à)), similar to ruiji (with
(à ' _)). We will see more on this subject in the following sections.
9.3.4. Summing up the prosodic structure of Japanese accent. As we know, Japanese is an agglutinative language, with its strong points and weaknesses. We will
present what is already well-known, as in Kawahara (2015), but adapting terms and
examples to our own method.
<us, ﬁrst of all, we cannot avoid talking about the very many su‚xes, with all
their peculiarities, which are a serious problem not only for foreigners. In fact, su‚xes
may interact with lexemes in di‡erent ways. We ﬁnd at least seven types of Japanese
su‚xes.
Let us start with the weak ones, like -nàdo ('nAàdo=) or -tàra ('tAàrA=), which lose their
accent when combined with accented lexemes: tàbetara (‘tAàbe"tAàrA=) (tabè (àtA'be=),
also changing accent). But, they maintain their accent when combined with accentless lexemes: maäetàra (“mA_≈e'tAàrA=) (maäe (àmA'≈e+)).
We also ﬁnd strong su‚xes, like -ppòi (-pçp:oi=), which always maintain their accent: kodomoppòi (àko‘do_mopçp:oi=) (kodomo (àko'do_mo+)), neæÎppòi (“ne_TÛpçpoi=) (neæù (àne'Tu=)), including Niho˙ppòi (“˙i_høMpçpoi=) (Nihò˙ (à˙içhøq=)).
9.3.5. In addition, there are three types of early su‚xes, which tend to shift an
accent to accentless lexemes. We have early weak ones, like -=i ('Si+), which puts an
accent on the ﬁnal syllable of accentless lexemes: Yo=idà=Ï (“jo_Si'dAàSÙ=) (Yo=ida
(àjo'Si_dA+)). But accented lexemes maintain their accent: MùrakÏ=Ï (_mu"rAàKÙ“SÙ=)
(MùrakÏ (_mu"rAàKÙ=)).
Instead, early strong su‚xes, like -kè ('˜e=), shift an accent to the ﬁnal syllable
of lexemes (either with or without an accent): Yo=idàke (“jo_Si'dAà˜e=) (Yo=ida
(àjo'Si_dA+)), Murakìke (àmu'rA_KÙ“˜e=) (MùrakÏ (_mu"rAàKÙ=)).
Lastly, early moving su‚xes, like -monò (àmo'no=), put an accent right on the ﬁnal syllable of accented lexemes: yomìmono (àjo'miàmo“no=) (yòmu ('joàmu=)). But no
accent at all is put on combined accentless lexemes: norimono (àno'ri_mo‘no+) (noru
(àno'ru+)).
Another kind of su‚xes are the loose ones, like -teki (àte'Ki+), with no accent of
their own, which also change accented lexemes into accentless ones: ro˙ritekÏ (∞RøN_Ri'te_KÙ+) (rò˙ri (çRøÆàRi=)). But note that certain such su‚xes are quite peculiar, if
not irregular.
For instance, -no ('no+) produces such forms as: kawa-no (àkA'wA_no+) (kawà (àkA'wA=) – in accented polysyllables). But: hà-no ('hAàno=) (hà ('hA=) – in accented monosyllables), kokòro-no (àko'koàro“no=) (kokòro (àko'koàro=) – in non-ﬁnal accented polysyllables).
In addition, Niho˙-no (à˙i'høN_no+) (Nihò˙ (à˙içhøq=) – in ﬁnal accented polysyllables ending in a heavy syllable).
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9.3.6. Let us conclude with su‚xes, like -zu ('Zu+, 'zu+), which changes accentless forms into accented ones on their ﬁrst syllable: Òkamotozu (‘oàkA"moàto“zu=)
(Okamoto (“o_kA'mo_to+)).
A few preﬁxes, like o- ('o+) and ma- ('mA+), can produce peculiar results. For instance: o-sù=Ï (ào'suàSÙ=) (sÎ=ì (àsÛ'Si=), but also sù=Ï ('sÛàSÙ=)), o-tèäami (“o_te"≈Aàmi=) (teäami (àte'≈A_mi+)), o-ma˙juu (ào'mÄ~_Ëjuu+) (ma˙jùu (9mÄ~çËjuu=)), oimo (ào'i_mo+) (imò (ài'mo=)), o-sàæÎ (ào'sAàTÛ=) (from saæumaimo (“sA_Tu'mAi_mo+)).
And: mattàira (9mAtçt:AiàrA=) (taira (ÇtAi_rA+)), mappìruma (9mApçp:iàru“mA=) (hirumà
(àHi'ru_mA=)).
9.3.7. For compound words, it is already agreed that the position of accent depends on the length of the second lexeme. So, two types of compounds are considered: those with a short second lexeme (\ with one or two syllables, for one or two
morae), and those with a long second lexeme (\ larger than for the other type).
<us, the short type can either maintain its accent, or put one on the last syllable of the ﬁrst lexeme (whether accentless or accented on any syllable).
<ese examples show a maintained accent: booha˙-bèru (∞boo_hÄM'beàru=) (booha˙ (9boo'hÄq+)), Peru=a-nèko (àpe‘ru_SjA'neàko=) (Pèru=a (_pe"ruàSjA=)).
Here are examples with a ﬁnal accent on the ﬁrst lexeme: mina=ì-äo (“mi_nA'Sià≈o=) (mina=i (àmi'nA_Si+)), maiäò-inu (∞mAi_≈o"iànu=) (màiäo (çmAià≈o=)), Kanaäawà=Ï (àkA‘nA_≈A'wAàSÙ=) (Kanàäawa (àkA'nAà≈A“wA=)), and also =ijùu-kata (àSiçΩjuuàkA“tA=) (=ijùu (àSiçΩjuu=)).
9.3.8. For the long type, we ﬁnd an accent on the ﬁrst syllable of the second lexeme, when it is accentless, or accented on its ﬁnal syllable: Minami-Àmerika (àmi'nA_miA"meàri“kA=) (minami (àmi'nA_mi+), Amerika (àA'me_ri‘kA+)), o˙na-tòmoda≠Ï
(∞øN_nA‘toàmo"dAàcÙ=) (o˙nà (ÇøN_nA), tomoda≠Ï (“to_mo'dAàcÙ+)), deka-àtama (“de_kAA"tAàmA=) (dèka ('deàkA=), atamà (àA'tA_mA=)).
In other long-type compounds, the second lexeme accent is retained: aka-orè˙ji
(“A_kAoçr™~àËi=) (àka ('AàkA=), orè˙ji (àoçr™~àËi=)), naæÎ-kudàmono (“nA_TÛ_ku'dAàmo“no=) (naæù (ànA'Tu=), kudàmono (àku'dAàmo“no=)).
But there is great variation when the second lexeme originally has an accent on
its second last syllable: nama-tàmàäo (“nA_mA_tA"mAà≈o=, -_tA'mAà≈o=) (nàma ('nAàmA=),
tamàäo (àtA'maà≈o=)), kamiòmùæÎ (“kA_mi'o_mu“TÛ= -àmu-) (kamì (àkA'mi=), omùæÎ
(ào'muàTÛ=)), hidari-ù≠ìwa (àHi‘dA_riu"ciàwA=, -'ci-) (hidari (àHi'dA_ri+), u≠ìwa
(àu'ciàwA=)).
Lastly, if the second lexeme is longer than four morae (and either accented or
accentless), it generally maintains its structure: Na˙kyokÎ-ta˙ke˙tai (ÇnÄù_Kªo‘kÛ
_tÄì'˜™Æ_tAi+) (Na˙kyokÎ (ÇnÄù_Kªo‘kÛ+), ta˙ke˙tai (9tÄì'˜™Æ_tAi+)).
9.3.9. Generally, verbs and adjectives are either accented or accentless. <ey can
even form minimal pairs (with more or less ﬁnely perceptible prosodic di‡erences): moèru (àmo'eàru=) ÿ moeru (àmo'e_ru+), kìru ('Kiàru=) ÿ kiru (àKi'ru+); aæùi
(àAçTui=) ÿ aæui (àA'Tui+), umài (àuçmAi=) ÿ umai (àu'mAi+).
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Japanese stress – sÎtòresÎ (“sÛ_to"reàsÛ=, 9sto"res=)
9.4.1. Although stress is not actually distinctive in Japanese, nevertheless it has an
important prosodic function. On the other hand, when acculturated native speakers
talk about Japanese accent, they surely mean pitch accent –accent– which is distinctive. However, in an automatic way, even non-acculturated natives –inevitably– use
di‡erent degrees of stress for the various syllables which form their sentences. <ey
also use di‡erent pitch patterns, depending on their own accent: neutral, mediatic,
or regional. But, generally, they have no exact idea of what they are doing.
Since stress is not distinctive, it can oscillate and shift in sentences, phrases, and
rhythm groups (and even words). <is can also depend on communicative, pragmatic, paraphonic, and emotional factors. Sometimes, it can even change according to which monosyllables are added enclitically.
However, we will give some indications about the phenomenon of stress, since
we believe it is impossible to continue ignoring it completely; although this is exactly what still happens, also in university teaching, even by native speakers, who
never took care to understand it neither for themselves nor for their students.
Actually, even accent is an unknown object for too many teachers, as well.
9.4.2. Let us, now, begin to put things in order, starting from monosyllables (although having up to four morae, and the possibility of accent on the second one),
by reﬂecting on the fact that polymoraic words, as the following, are actually monosyllables (in spite of contrary confused indications): ìi (çii=)˚ àu (çAu=)˚ bài (çbAi=)˚ kòe
(çkoe=)˚ kyòo (çKªoo=)˚ bù˙ (çb¨q=)˚ oòi (çooi=)˚ baai (Çbaai+)˚ byooi˙ (Çbjoo¤ù+) (this last
example has four morae, but not four syllables, rather only one! – ¬ English going
('g‘¨¤≈, 'go¨¤≈)).
In these Japanese examples, a stressed syllable is always half-low, but it is slightly
falling (since it derives from the combination of mid and low pitch, within the same
syllable), except in the last two examples, where it is slightly rising, instead (since it
derives from the combination of low and mid pitch, tautosyllabically – ¬ ˙ 9.2).
Let us see the monosyllabic examples given above, as well. Compare also: òoi (_o"oi=,
çooi=) ‘throne; hello', oòi (àoçoi=) ‘much, many', ooì (ào'oi+) ‘a cover'.
9.4.3. True ‘problems' begin with bisyllables, though. In fact, there are di‡erences
between ame (àA'me+) ‘candy “ àme ('Aàme=) ‘rain', neru (àne'ru+) ‘to sleep' “ nèru
('neàru=) ‘ﬂannel'. <e same happens in accentless bisyllables formed with a particle.
Bisyllabic lexemes of two morae, \ with two light syllables, are stressed on the second syllable, unless an accent is on the ﬁrst one, which is then stressed (as in the
two-mora monosyllables seen above): hì-äa ('Hi3≈A=) ‘ﬁre', hi-äa (3Hi'≈A+) ‘sun', koko
(àko'ko+)˚ aji (àA'Ωi+)˚ ue (àu'e+)˚ iu (ài'u+)˚ oi (ào'i+), and otò (ào'to=)˚ a=ì (àA'Si=)˚
murà (àmu'rA=)˚ æuäì (àTu'§i=)˚ =iò (àSi'o=)˚ iè (ài'e=)˚ æumà (àTu'mA=)˘ But, with
an accent on the ﬁrst mora, we have: dòre ('doàre=)˚ àkÏ ('AàKÙ=)˚ Æ.
<ree-mora bisyllabic lexemes are stressed on their heaviest syllables (\ with more
morae than others, and reinforced by the presence of an accent), although there are
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some oscillations that we will indicate. It is important to accurately observe accent
di‡erences (\ pitch), since sometimes they are the only actual di‡erences (but ˙
9.2 must be carefully considered): omoi (ào'moi+)˚ omòi (àoçmoi=)˚ kasoo (àkA'soo+)˚
kasòo (àkAçsoo=)˚ irai (ài'rAi+)˚ ìrai (_i"rAi=)˚ aoi (àA'oi+)˚ aòi (àAçoi=)÷ =iai (àSi'Ai+)˚ kinoo
(àKi'noo+)˚ yotei (àjo'tei+)˚ hìäai (_Hi"≈Ai=) =ìmei (_Si"mei=)˚ kùroo (_ku"roo=)˚ bàree (_bA"ree=), kìäyoo (_Ki"§joo=)˘
9.4.4. More: ìke˙ (_i"k™q=)˚ ike˙ (ài'k™q+)˚ and kÏkài (àKÙçkAi=)˚ =imei (àSi'mei+)˚ =Ïkè˙ (àSÙç˜™q=)˚ gòze˙ (_go"z™q=)˚ zùbo˙ (_Zu"bøq=)˚ kooji (Çkoo_Ωi+)˚ kòoji (çkooàΩi=)˚
e˙äi (Ç™q_§i+)˚ aida (ÇAi_dA+)˚ hàiru (çhAiàru=)˚ Kyòoto (çKªooàto=)˚ kaiäì (ÇkAi_§i=)˚ dàikÎ
(çdAiàkÛ=)˚ bè˙ri (çb™NàRi=).
#th half-heavy syllables, like the ﬁrst one in (é0…0:é): àkka (çAkàk:A=)˚ rès=a
(çReSàS:jA=)˚ where the accent reinforces the half-heavy structure). And: mi˙nà (Çm¤N_nA=)˚ mi˙na (Çm¤N_nA+), but: mitæù (9miT'T:u=)˚ akka (9Ak'k:A+) (where the geminate
voiceless consonant weakens its initial syllable).
Generally, in four-mora bisyllables, stress falls on the ﬁrst syllable, unless it is a
light one (\ with just one mora), or if there is an accent on the second syllable (or
if the ﬁrst is only half-heavy, \ checked by (=…=:) and with no accent).
<us: juubyoo (ÇËjuu_bjoo+)˚ jùubyoo (çËjuuàbjoo=)˚ hookoo (Çhoo_koo+)˚ jùudoo (çËjuuàdoo=)˚ koojoo (Çkoo_Ωjoo+), ke˙too (Ç˜™Æ_too+)˚ se˙too (Çs™Æ_too+)˚ sè˙too
(çs™Æàtoo=)˚ ki˙e˙ (ÇKiù_™q+)˚ yuubi˙ (Çjuu_b¤ù+)˚ Tookyoo (Çtoo_Kªoo+). Also with an
accent on the ﬁrst half-heavy syllable, thus reinforced: bòc≠a˙ (çbocàc:ªÄq=)˘
But, with a light ﬁrst syllable, the second one is stressed: ekii˙ (àe'Kiiù+), or with an
accent on the second syllable: ke˙tòo (9k™Æçtoo=)˚ se˙sèi (9s™qçsei=)˚ koojòo (9kooçΩjoo=)˚
taifùu (9tAiçfuu=), or with the ﬁrst half-heavy (especially if with voiceless geminated contoids, (=…=:), and with no accent): gakkoo (9gAk'k:oo+)˚ tokkyuu (9toK'K:ªuu+)˚
=ippai (9Sip'p:Ai+, 9SÙp-). Let us compare ka˙pai (ÇkÄM_pAi+), with its more prominent ﬁrst syllable, but also (∞kÄM'pAi+), seen that its di‡erence is very slight.
9.4.5. <ree-mora trisyllables are stressed on their second syllable (including
/éé$/ words), unless it contains a devoiced vowel, which makes stress shift backwards (‘ê'), or forwards (‘+', if an accent is there): kimono (àKi'mo_no+)˚ yubiwa (àju'bi_wA+)˚ ko≠ira (àko'ci_rA+)˚ fÎtari (àfÛ'tA_ri+)˚ ≠Ïkarà (àcÙ'kA_rA=)˚ àra=Ï (_A"rAàSÙ=),
kaerì (àkA'e_ri=)˚ kaeru (àkA'e_ru+)˚ kaèru (àkA'eàru=), kàeru (_kA"eàru=), tàoru (_tA"oàru=)˚
uekÏ (àu'e_KÙ+)˚ =Ïkakù (àSÙ'kA_kÛ=), kàzokÎ (_kA"zoàkÛ=).
It is also possible to have: dò≠ira ('doàci“rA=)˚ dèäu≠Ï ('deà≈u“cÙ=)]÷ kè=ÏkÏ
('˜eàSÙ“KÙ=)˚ ìkÎæÎ ('iàkÛ“TÛ=)˚ pòsÎto ('poàsÛ“to=). But: wafÎku (“wA_fÛ'ku+)˚ a=Ïtà (“A_SÙ'tA=)˚ yakÎ=a (“jA_kÛ'SjA+) (stressed on their last syllable).
All these can be heard with a stress on their second syllable, but with a tonetically
reinforced ﬁrst syllable, \ dò≠ira (Œdo"ciàrA=). In addition, also the other series
shown above can have a stressed fully voiced vowel, \ wafukÎ (àwA'fu_kÛ+)˚ or also
(ówA_fÛ'ku+).
<e important and fundamental thing is that the tonetic patterns are maintained, while
the degrees of stress can vary. Native ears are, then, satisﬁed, in spite of these di‡erences.
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Four-mora trisyllables are stressed on their ﬁrst syllable, unless it is a light one, even
if there is an accent after the ﬁrst mora: kaimono (ÇkAi_mo‘no+)˚ Oosaka (Çoo_sA‘kA+)˚
sàabisu (çsaaàbiàsÛ=)˚ te˙pura (Çt™M_pu‘rA+)˚ zè˙kokÎ (çZ™⁄àko“kÛ=)˚ =oojìkì (ÇSjoo_Ωi“KÙ=, -_Ωi‘Ki=).
But, with a light ﬁrst syllable (whether accented or not), the second syllable is currently stressed: =ìrooto (_Si"rooàto=)˚ buæuzoo (àbu'Tu_zoo+)˚ sekini˙ (àse'Ki_˙¤ù+)˚ àka≠a˙ (_A"kAàcªÄq=)˚ maeuri (àmA'eu_ri+)˚ o-iwai (ào'i_wAi+)˚ uekiya (àu'e_KiA+), suise˙
(àsu'i_s™q+), Niho˙äo (à˙i'hø⁄_≈o+)˚ pa≠i˙ko (àpA'c¤⁄_ko+)˘ But we have haæuo˙ (“hA_Tu'øq+) (and sometimes (àhA'Tuøq+), too).
Also, with an accent after the ﬁrst morae: ooàme (9oo'Aàme=)˚ roomàji (9Roo'mAàΩi=)˚ ka˙äòfÎ (9kÄ⁄'≈oàfÛ=)˚ roosòkù (9Roo'soàkÛ=, -'so_ku=)˚ juuäaæù (9Ëjuu'≈A_Tu=)˚
where the accent prevails).
In compounds, usually we ﬁnd a seemingly pattern, such as: ba˙me=Ï (9bÄM'me_SÙ+)˚ gaikokÎ (9gAi'ko_kÛ+)˚ yuuda≠Ï (9juu'dA_cÙ+)˚ haizara (9hAi'zA_rA+)˘
9.4.6. Four-mora quadrisyllables (independently from the presence or not of an
accent on any mora) tend to be stressed on the second syllable (from the beginning):
kamidama (àkA'mi_dA‘mA+)˚ naäaäuæÎ (ànA'≈A_≈u‘TÛ+)˚ norimono (àno'ri_mo‘no+)˚
butanikÎ (àbu'tA_˙i‘kÛ+)˚ sakanaya (àsA'kA_nA‘jA+)˚ =iawase (àSi'A_wA‘se+)˚ Amerika (àA'me_ri‘kA+)˚ urikire (àu'ri_Ki‘re+)˚ tomoda≠Ï (àto'mo_dA‘cÙ+)˚ ukeæÎke (àu'˜e_TÛ‘˜e+)˚
≠Ïkà=ÏæÎ (àcÙ'kAàSÙ“TÛ=).
More: kudàmono (àku'dAàmo“no=)˚ tebùkuro (àte'buàku“ro=)˚ kanazù≠Ï (àkA'nA_zu“cÙ=)˚ Hiro=ima (àHi'ro_Si‘mA+)˚ hana=Ïtè (àhA'nA_SÙ‘te=)˚ tano=imi (àtA'no_Si‘mi+)˚ kanemo≠ì (àkA'ne_mo‘ci=)˚ inemurì (ài'ne_mu‘ri=)˚ Kubozono (àku'bo_zo‘no+).
Or the last but one syllable is stressed (especially with /i, u/ in the second syllable, particularly when it is devoiced): o-fÎkuro (“o_fÛ'ku_ro+, “o_fu-)˚ yakÎsokÎ (“jA_kÛ'so_kÛ+)˚ kakÏkàtà (“kA_KÙ'kAàtA=, -'kA_tA=)˚ yoæÎkado (“jo_TÛ'kA_do+)˚ to=iyorì (“to_Si'o_ri=)˚ kaminàrì (“kA_mi'nA_ri=, -àri=)˚ ha≠iäaæù (“hA_ci'≈A_TÛ=)˚ =Ï≠iäaæù (“SÙ_ci'≈A_TÛ=)˚ asame=Ï (“A_sA'me_SÙ+)˚ hirume=Ï (“Hi_ru'me_SÙ+)˚ hÏkida=Ï (“HÙ_Ki'dA_SÙ+)˚
ka=ida=Ï (“kA_Si'dA_SÙ+); also: hatami≠Ï (“hA_tA'mi_cÙ+)˘
However, in ﬁve-mora quadrisyllables, a stress generally falls on the last but one
syllable when it is a heavy one or has an accent, or else when the second one contains a devoiced vowel.
9.4.7. Mainly, this also happens with ﬁnal -æÎ˚ -ri˚ or in obvious compounds:
asanèboo (“A_sA'neàboo=)˚ arubàito (“A_ruçbAiàto=)˚ geæuyòobi (“‡e_Tuçjooàbi=)˚ mokuyòobi (“mo_kuçjooàbi=)˚ bìrudi˙äu (_biàru"d¤⁄à≈u=)˚ ≠okorèeto (“cªo_koçreeàto=).
But, in addition to jite˙=aya (àËi't™Q_SjA‘jA+)˚ ho˙sekì≠Ï (9høq'se_Ki‘cÙ=), we also ﬁnd: juuniäaæù (∞Ëjuu_˙i'≈A_Tu=)˚ o˙nànoko (∞øN_nA"noàko=)˚ saraiäeæÎ (“sA_rAi'œe_TÛ+).
Or, with six morae\ o˙äakùkai (9ø⁄'≈A_ku“kAi=), de˙kiäài=a (∞d™ù_Kiç≈AiàSjA=),
gaikokùji˙ (∞gAi_ko'kuàΩ¤ù=), we also ﬁnd: jite˙=aya (àËi't™Q_SjA‘jA+)˚ ho˙sekì≠Ï
(9høq'se_Ki‘cÙ=). Let us also consider: Çuuäokuäo (∞cªuu_≈o'ku_≈o+), but: gaikokuäo (9gAi'ko_ku“≈o=) (most frequently).
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9.4.8. Careful observation of many cases of quadrisyllables, however, revealed
that the interplay of the di‡erent kinds of prominence, often, allows a sort of possible exchange between pitch and stress, so that a structure like (à$'$_$) + (_$+) (or +
(_$=), or + (à$=)) can become (à$_$'$) {+ (_$+), or (_$=), or (à$=)}, and vice versa, especially in spontaneous sentences.
And this is quite understandable, because, in actual facts, Japanese (') is generally weaker than the symbol itself may suggest. In fact, we might use ((í)), which
is intermediate between (') and (‘): \ (') (í) (‘).
On the other hand, also (_) is –so to say– ‘fuller' than a simple plain (_); again,
it is not simply the weak version of (‘) (half-stressed on a mid pitch), but something intermediate between (an unstressed) (_) and (‘).
However, the real di‡erence is not merely an intermediate degree of strength,
but a kind of fusion of stress and tone: a mid pitch tone with a greater strength
than (_). Let us use ((Œ)), which gives the whole syllable an increased prominence,
that might even be perceived as being (‘): \ (‘) (Œ) (_).
<ere is a kind of overlapping of di‡erent elements for prominence. In certain
languages, even a low pitch, like (") (“) (à), often sounds as more prominent (\ as
somewhat more marked) than (') (‘) (_) (though, generally, less so than (5) (—) (‡)).
<us, it is fairly logical and quite understandable that ((í)) and ((Œ)) can easily be
exchanged, producing (à$í$Œ$$) instead of (à$Œ$í$$), and vice versa: (à$Œ$í$$) instead of (à$í$Œ$$).
9.4.9. <e same can often be true not only of trisyllables˚ but also of bisyllables
(\ ba˙zài! (9bÄÆçZAi=, ÇbÄÆ9ZAi=)), depending on the heaviness of their syllables, generally determined by the presence of heavier structures or, on the contrary, of devoiced vocoids (¬ § 9.3.3). All that, again, and even more so, when such words are
put into phrases and sentences.
We must keep in mind that the tonetic indications shown –being the relevant and
distinctive trait– have to be respected much more than the intensive ones of stress, although the best result is given by a fair interplay between these two elements.
Of course, Japanese native speakers, especially neutral ones, ﬁnd all this quite natural. On the contrary, foreign speakers, not only those with no tonemes in their language, have a hard time unraveling such ‘mysteries'.
<e important thing is that a simple example like sayonàra (or its possible variant sayoonàra), in addition to a more normal realization like (àsA'jo4o7_nA“rA=), ((àsAíjo4o7ŒnA“rA=)), can be changed into (“sA_jo4o7'nAàrA=), ((“sAŒjo4o7ínAàrA=)).
9.4.10. However, we would not get real Japanese, should we say that as shown
below. Notice that, here, we use a conclusive tune. So some tonetic di‡erences
with those languages can appear better, also adding (_) for mid-pitch unstressed syllables, and ('), (‘) instead of ‘normal' ('), (&) to show mid pitch, on stressed or half-stressed syllables, respectively. Of course, the movements of the tunes partially
modify the mid pitch shown for those syllable.
<us: (_saÙÈ'nA;_<√23, -_>å3 3, &sA;_jÈ'-) (English) – or (&za_jo'na:_Ra3 3) (German), (‘Sa_Jo'na-
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;_Ra3 3, ‘sa_joÇna;-) (Spanish), (‘sa_jo'na:_Ra23) (Italian), (‘s‘_ãuÇna;àRå3 3, ‘sa_ãÚçna;-) (Portuguese), (‘sAÓJπçnAàRA3 3, _sA‘JπÓnAçRA3 3) (French), (‘sA_Jà5na_àrA3 3) (Russian), (_sÄ'jøU_na_Ra23, ‘sÄ_ju'na-) (Arabic), (_s‘5jooàn‘àR‘3 3, ‘s‘_ão5nå-) (Hindi), <3så‡jOU«na(låç)≤ (Chinese).
Let us note that, in French, (Ó) indicates a half-high pitched unstressed pretonic
syllable. As can be seen, it is di‡erent from (Œ), which we introduced above for Japanese. In fact, (Ó) is a little higher, but a little weaker than (Œ), too.
Or also, using the very common Japanese family name Tanaka (àtA'nA_kA+), we have:
(_thÈ'nA;_k√23, -àkå3 3) (English) – or ('†ha:_na“ka3 3) (German), (_ta'na;àka3 3) (Spanish), (_ta'na:_ka23) (Italian), (_t‘Çna;àkå3 3, _tÄçna;-) (Portuguese), (_tAÓnAç©A3 3) (French), (_tà5na_àkA33) (Russian), ('tÄ_nÄ_ka23, _tÄ'nÄ-) (Arabic), (_t‘5nåàk‘3 3) (Hindi), <3t≈å«na(kxåç)≤ (Chinese).
Respectively, something like: Smith˚ Müller˚ Sánchez˚ Rossi˚ Silva, Dupont˚ Ivanov >Ivanov≥˚ Nasr >Na«r≥, Sharma >±armaa≥˚ Chang >_ä˙≥.
9.4.11. In ﬁve-syllable words, which are generally not simple words, stress decidedly tends to fall on the last but one syllable, except for particular compounding
or vowel devoicing, as we will see in a while.
<us, we ﬁnd, with ﬁve morae: katazukèru (àkA‘tA_zu'˜eàru=)˚ inabìkari (ài‘nA_bi"kAàri=)˚ otokònoko (ào‘to_ko"noàko=)˚ nejimàwa=Ï (àne‘Ωi_mA"wAàSÙ=)˚ yamanòbori (àjA‘mA_no"boàri=)˚ okurimono (ào‘ku_ri'mo_no+)˚ o-kyakÎ-sàmà (ào‘KªA_kÛ'sA_mA+, -àmA=).
#th six morae: Amerikàji˙ (àA‘me_ri'kAàΩ¤ù=), se˙takumono (9s™Æ‘tA_ku'mo_no+)˚
i≠ini≠ijuu (ài‘ci_˙i'ci_Ωjuu+); but omàwari-sa˙ (“o_mA"wAàri“sÄq=)˚ ma≠iài=ÏæÎ
(“mA_ciçAiàSÙ“TÛ=).
#th seven morae: o-tèæudai-sa˙ (ào‘teàTu"dAiàsÄq=, “o_teàTu-)˚ de˙kÏsÎtòobu (∞d™ù_KÙ_sÛçtooàbu=)˚ Çuuäokuryòori (∞cªuu_≈o_kuçrjooàri=)˚ da˙boosèæubi (∞dÄM_boo'seàTu“bi=, ÇdÄM_boo'se-)˚ nyuuäakÎ=Ïkè˙ (9˙juu‘≈A_kÛ_SÙç˜™q=).
#th eight morae: kooda˙jùutakÎ (∞koo_dÄ~çËjuuàtA“kÛ=)˘ Of course, even in
such cases, there is a real possibility for sequences, mostly including (') ("), (ç) (Ç) (‘)
(“), (£) (∞) and (_) (9) (à), to exchange their order, using ((.)) ((;)), ((÷)) ((…)) and ((Œ)) ((Ö)) ((ó)).
9.4.12. Verbs in -ru generally have their stress on the preceding syllable, which has
the accent: oboèru (“o_bo'eàru=)˚ ka˙äaèru (∞kÄ⁄_≈A'eàru=)˚ aæumàru (“A_Tu'mAàru=)˚
=irabèru (“Si_rA'beàru=)˚ ko=Ïkakèru (“ko_SÙ_kA'˜eàru=).
But, other -Cu verbs, again with accent on the last but one mora/syllable, have
their stress on the second syllable: arawàsu (àA'rA_wAàsÛ=)˚ ≠ÏkazùkÎ (àcÙ'kA_zuàkÛ=)˘
«nally, here are some accentless forms: sawaru (àsA'wA_ru+)˚ æÎkaru (àTÛ'kA_ru+)˚ ukèru (àu'keàru=)˘
Usually, adjectives are stressed on the last syllable, with ÓV˘, as in -ài÷ others on
the last but one, with VV˘, as in -ai˘ So, we have: atatakài (àA‘tA_tAçkAi=)˚ yakama=ìi
(àjA‘kA_mAçSii=)˚ and: abunai (àA'bu_nAi+)˚ oi=ii (Çoi_Sii+)˚ kiiroi (ÇKii_roi+)˚ akarui (àA'kA_rui+)˚ æumetai (àTu'me_tAi+)˚ mu=iaæùi (“mu_SiAçTui=).
But there are even cases like: mu=iaæùi (àmu'SiA9Tui=)˚ muzuka=ii (àmu'zu_kA‘Sii+)˚ atara=ìi (àA'tA_rA£Sii=)˚ omo=iròi (ào'mo_Si£roi=)˚ me˙dookÎsài (9m™N'doo_kÛ£sAi=)˘
In iterated forms, stress and accent belong to the ﬁrst syllable: mùzu-muzu ('muàzu“muàzu=)˚ wàza-waza ('wAàzA“wAàzA=)˘
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9.4.13. Since there are no real and simple rules for accent and stress in compounds,
especially for less long ones, we just give some examples, to rouse reﬂection. We are
preparing the JPDt [ Japanese Pronouncing Dictionary {transliterated}, with an introduction on how to pass to canIPA transcriptions, as in this book, for ‘accent' [àkÎse˙to]˚
‘stress' [sÎtòresÎ]˚ segments, especially nasal ä, vowel devoicing, Æ.
Examples: fuyuäè=ÏkÏ (“fu_ju'œeàSÙ“KÙ=)˚ from fuyù (àfu'ju=) and kè=ÏkÏ ('˜eàSÙ“KÙ=);
yunyuukudàmono (àju‘˙juu_ku'dAàmo“no=)˚ from yunyuu (àju'˙juu+) and kudàmono
(àku'dAàmo“no=)÷ yuuyakezòra (∞juu_jA_˜e'zoàrA=)˚ from yuuyake (Çjuu_jA‘˜e+) and sòra
('soàrA=)÷ satoäòkoro (àsA‘to_≈o"koàro=)˚ from sato (àsA'to+) and kokòro (àko'koàro=).
Others: niäùruma (à˙i'≈uàru“mA=)˚ from nì ('˙i=) and kuruma (àku'ru_mA+)÷ asàkaze (àA'sAàkA“ze=)˚ from àsa ('AàsA=) and kaze (àkA'ze+)÷ i˙sÎta˙tokòohii (9¤%_sÛ‘tÄÆ_toçkooàHii=)˚ from i˙sÎtà˙to (9¤%_sÛçtÄÆàto=) and koohìi (9kooçHii=)÷ gaikokùji˙ (∞gAi_ko'kuàΩ¤%=)˚ from gaikokÎ (ÇgAi_ko‘kÛ+) and jì˙ (çË¤%=)÷ gaikokuji˙tòoroku (∞gAi_ko‘ku_Ω¤NçtooàroàkÛ=)˚ from gaikokùji˙ (∞gAi_ko'kuàΩ¤%=) and toorokÎ (Çtoo_ro‘kÛ+)˘
9.4.14. Summing up the prosodic structure of Japanese stress. Unfortunately, native Japanese phoneticians simply talk (and write) about pitch-accent, as if stress-accent were not an important part in the pronunciation of Japanese. But, it is impossible not to deal with stress, because it would not be serious to do without it.
Note that even syllables with Ï˚ Î (Ùn Û) are given as present, because they may
also be uttered as (I, U), or (i, u) (especially in careful, or slow, or regional speech).
In fact, even when these two vowels are rendered exactly as (Ù, Û), their syllabic
beat is present, although, in fast speech, resyllabiﬁcation can certainly occur, with
the result that two distinct syllables actually become just one phonetic syllable.
9.4.15. In bisyllables, the unmarked stress pattern is ﬁnal ($'$˘) – note that in these
formulae we indicate intensity, independently from tonality, which depends on
the accent of each word. But, if the ﬁrst syllable is ‘heavier' (according to the scale
given in § 9.3.3), the pattern is marked˚ and preﬁnal ('$$˘).
Examples: ha=i (àhA'Si+), ha=ì (àhA'Si=), hà=i ('hAàSÙ=); esa (àe'sA+), otò (ào'to=), kaki (àkA'Ki+), kità (àKÙ'ta=), kesu (à˜e'su+), keäà (à˜e'≈A=); but: kèsa ('˜eàsA=), kùmo ('kuàmo=), ìdo ('iàdo=), nèko ('neàko=)
9.4.16. In trisyllables, the unmarked stress pattern is preﬁnal ($'$$˘). But, if the
other syllables are ‘heavier' (§ 9.3.3), the pattern is marked˚ and either ﬁnal (&$$'$˘),
or initial ('$$&$˘).
Examples (preﬁnal ($'$$˘)): musume (àmu'su_me+), tatami (àtA'tA_mi+), kÎsuri (àkÛ'su_ri+), u=iro (àu'Si_ro+), kodomo (àko'do_mo+), atama (àA'tA_mA+), =ÏkakÎ (àSÙ'kA_kÛ+), arùkÎ (àA'ruàkÛ=), mèäane (_me"≈A“ne=), nìmoæÎ (_˙i"moàTÛ=), depàato (àdeçpaaàto=).
But [ﬁnal (&$$'$˘)): za=Ïki (“ZA_SÙ'Ki+), rekÏ=i (“Re_KÙ'Si+), a=Ïta (“A_SÙ'tA+), wafÎku (“wA_fÛ'ku+); or (initial ('$$&$˘)): tèkubi ('teàku“bi=), dò≠ira ('doàci“rA=), zè˙kokÎ (çZ™≈àko“kÛ=).
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9.4.17. In quadrisyllables, there are two unmarked stress patterns: postinitial
(($'$$&$˘)) and preﬁnal ((&$$'$$˘)).
Examples of ($'$$&$˘): yorokòbì° (àjo'ro_ko“bi=, ‘bi=, -‘bi+), detarame (àde'tA_rA‘me+),
wakamono (àwA'kA_mo‘no+), nomìmono (àno'miàmo“no=), gomìbako (àgo'miàbA“ko=),
sakanaya (àsA'kA_nA‘jA+), Amerika (àA'me_ri‘kA+), kaäàkÎ=a (àkA'≈AàkÛ“SjA=), ehàäakÏ (àe'hAà≈A“KÙ=), o-yaäo-sa˙ (ào'jA_≈o‘sÄq+), o-imooto-sa˙ (9oi'moo_to‘sÄq+), otooto-sa˙ (ào'too_to‘sÄ⁄+).
Examples of the other unmarked pattern, preﬁnal (&$$'$$˘): ka=ida=Ï (“kA_Si'dA_SÙ+), yakÎsokÎ (“jA_kÛ'so_kÛ+), yoæÎkado (“jo_TÛ'kA_do+), kakÏkàta (“kA_KÙ'kAàtA=),
myùujikaru (£mjuuàËi"kAàru=), kaminari (“kA_mi'nA_ri+), o˙nanoko (∞øN_nA"noàko=),
=okudòo=a (“Sjo_kuçdooàSjA=), se˙takuya (∞s™Æ_tA'ku_jA+).
Others: saraiäeæÎ (“sA_rAi'œe_TÛ+), to=okà˙i˙ (“to_SjoçkÄqà¤%), kootoogàkkoo
(∞koo_tooçgAkàk:oo=), de˙wabà˙äoo (∞d™q_wAçbÄ≈à≈oo=), ka˙koobàsÎ (∞kÄ⁄_koo'bAàsÛ=), koohiijàwa˙ (∞koo_HiiçËjAàwÄq=), kooæuukòo=a (∞koo_TuuçkooàSjA=), Niho˙nì˙gyoo (àNi_hø~ç˙¤ùàGjoo=).
Also: birudi˙äu (‘biàru"d¤≈à≈u=), ha˙dobàggu (∞hÄÆ_doçbAgàg:u=), ≠okorèeto (“cªo_koçreeàto=), taipuràitaa (∞tAi_puçrAiàtaa=).
<ese two structures can easily be exchanged, especially in non-derived words, producing possible (&$$'$$˘) ê ($'$$&$˘), and ($'$$&$˘) ê (&$$'$$˘). But, let us notice that
we have a marked˚ initial pattern (('$$&$$˘)), in words like: wàza-waza ('wAàzA“wAàzA=),
gòmi-gomi ('goàmi“goàmi=).
9.4.18. Let us add some examples with ﬁve syllables (more or less clearly compounds): Çuuäokuryòori (∞cˆuu_≈o_kuçrjooàri=), de˙kisÎtòobu (∞d™ù_Ki_sÛçtooàbu=),
hakaserò˙bu˙ (àhA‘kA_seçrøMàb¨q=), o-tèæudai-sa˙ (ào‘teàTu"dAiàsÄq=); da˙boosèæubi
(∞dÄM_boo'seàTu“bi=), otokònoko (ào‘to_ko"noàko=); ookèsÎtora (9oo'˜eàsÛàto“rA=).
Japanese sentences
9.5.1. In forming Japanese sentences, some modiﬁcations are introduced regarding accent (and somehow for rhythm-group stress, too). Let us consider the following examples, in order to see how they work, by carefully observing the pitch
of the syllables in the second rhythm groups. In fact, normally, the rhythm groups
that are not separated by pauses, after a rhythm group with accent, remain
mid-pitched as the preceding one.
Here are some phrases: watakÎ=i-no namae (àwA'tA_kÛ_Si‘no _nA'mAe+) (in (ànA'mAe+), na- becomes (_nA), by pitch assimilation to the preceding syllable); bòkuno se˙sèi ('boàku“no 9s™q"sei=) (in se˙sèi (9s™qçsei=), -sèi becomes low, (-"sei)); Niho˙≠ìzu (à˙i'hø~ 'ciàzu=) (without modiﬁcations).
More phrases: àsaba˙ (_A"sAàbÄq=) (from ('AàsA=) and ba˙ (ÇbÄq+), by unifying everything
into one rhythm group and lowering ba˙]÷ yasa=ìi hò˙ (àjA'sA9Sii çhøq=) (without modiﬁcations); ìi jibikì (çii àΩi"biàKÙ=) (from jibikì (àËi'bi_Ki=), with lowering of -bikì˚ which
becomes something like jibikÏ]÷ suzu=ìi heyà (àsu'zu9Sii àhe"JA=) (in heyà (àhe'JA=), -yà is
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lowered); se˙sèi dèsu (9s™qçsei“deàsÛ=, -s:=, -s=) (with stress reduction on dèsu ('deàsÛ=, -s:=, -s=)
and lowering of dè-]˘
9.5.2. More: totemo omo=iròi hò˙ (àto'te_mo _o'mo_Si£roi "høq=) (from omo=iròi
(ào‘mo_Siçroi=), with raising of o- and lowering of hò˙˚ and stress shift); hijoo-ni fÎkuzaæu-na mo˙dai (àHi'Ωjoo_˙i _fÛ‘ku_zA'Tu_nA 'møN_dAi+) (with raising of fÎ- and
mo˙-]÷ mòtto yasùi hò˙ (çmotàt:o àjA"sui "høq=) (with lowering of -sùi and hò˙]÷ ohayoo
gozaimàsÎ (ào'hA_joo _go'zAi_mA“sÛ=, -s:=, -s=) (with raising of go- in gozaimàsÎ (àgo'zAi_mA“sÛ=, -s:=, -s=)]˘
Some others: arìäatoo gozaimàsÎ (àA'rià≈A“too àgo"zAiàmA“sÛ=, -s:=, -s=) (with lowering of -zaimà-\ everything is low, except -rì-]÷ dòomo arìäatoo gozaimàsu (çdooàmo
àA"rià≈Aàtoo àgo"zAiàmA“sÛ=, -s:=, -s=) (with lowering of -rì- and -zaimà-\ everything is
low, except dòo-˚ which is half-low falling).
In addition: u≠Ï-kara èki-màde arukimàsÎ ("u_cÙ 'kA_rA 'eàKi "mAàde| àA‘ru_Ki'mAàsÛ=, -s:=, -s=) (in the case of fast speech with no breaks: ("u_cÙ 'kA_rA 'eàKi "mAàde àA“ruàKi"mAàsÛ=, -s:=, -s=). But, separately, word by word (notice the stress change in the ﬁrst
rhythm groups, mainly due to /i/ devoicing): (àu'ci+, àkA'rA+, 'eàKi=, 'mAàde=, àA‘ru_Ki'mAàsÛ=, -s:=, -s=).
Also: nìji-kara sà˙ji-màde jimù=o-ni imàsÎ ('˙iàΩi“kAàrA\ çsÄ~àËi "mAàde| àËi'muàSjoà˙i\ ài"mAàsÛ=, -s:=, -s=)÷ possibly with fewer breaks, in less slow speech: ('˙iàΩi“kAàrA
çsÄ~àËi "mAàde| àËi'muàSjoà˙i ài"mAàsÛ=, -s:=, -s=). On the other hand, in separate
rhythm groups, we have: ('˙iàΩi=, àkA'rA+, çsÄ~àËi=, 'mAàde=, àËi'muàSjoà˙i=, ài'mAàsÛ=,
-s:=, -s=) (with modiﬁcations on kara].
Or: yòji-màde-ni koko-ni kÏte kudasài ('joàΩi àmA"deà˙i\ àko'ko_˙i _KÙ'te _ku_dAçsAi=)
(slower: ('joàΩi àmA"deà˙i\ àko'ko_˙i\ _KÙ'te _ku_dAçsAi=). Or: ('joàΩi=, àmA"deà˙i=, àko'ko_˙i=, àKÙ'te+, àku_dAçsAi=), still with stress modiﬁcations on màde-ni˚ in comparison
with màde]˘
9.5.3. Here are further examples illustrating stress modiﬁcations, in forming
rhythm groups: màde-ni-wa (_mA"deà˙i“wA=)˚ Okinawa (“o_Ki'nA_wA+)˚ Okinawa-wa…
(“o_Ki'nA_wA‘wA+), but sometimes also (ào‘Ki_nA'wA_wA+).
Obviously, it is not always easy to readily distinguish between the e‡ect of pitch
prominence and stress prominence. On the contrary, when mid pitch coincides
with stress, prominence is quite clear.
If all this combines with a fairly heavy syllable, prominence is even more evident. In any case, if several nearby syllables share the same characteristics, it becomes less easy to distinguish them clearly.
However, pitch remains the most important element, being the distinctive one,
though undoubtedly stress has a considerable role, too. It is important to ﬁnd an
appropriate balance between these elements, although oscillations are quite possible and normal, indeed.
In an example like tabemà=Ïta ka? (¿“tA_be'mAàSÙàtA“kA31)˚ the low pitch and secondary stress on the syllable ta- and the mid pitch and weak stress on -be- may give a similar prominence e‡ect. But, of course, it is less than that on -mà-˚ and decidedly lesser
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than that on -ta˚ and even less so than on -=Ï-˚ with devoicing up to the loss of its
syllabicity: (àSÙ, àS:, àS).
In the case of loanwords (or gairaiäo), the interplay of pitch and stress (as well as
of syllabic weight and accent placing) can undergo some hierarchic reversal, by moving closer to the original (stress) pattern: ‘hotel' [hòteru] (_ho"teàru=), and ‘co‡ee' [koohìi] (9kooçHii=), but also (Çkoo9Hii=) is possible (and even (Çkoo9f4w7ii=)).
9.5.4. Obviously, in current speech, some reduction phenomena occur in Japanese, too. Here we will consider some of the most ‘normal' ones. <e particles no
and ni˚ in particular, are often reduced to /q/: kùru-no nàra ('kuàr¨N 'nAàrA=, 'kuàruàno 'nAàrA=)˚ kimi-no u≠ì ("Ki_m¤q _u'ci=, "Ki_mi_no _u'ci=)˚ gè˙ki-ni nàru (ç‡™ù_K¤N
'nAàru=, ç‡™ù_Ki‘˙i 'nAàru=)˘
In the negative, forms with -r-V-nai˚ generally, change /ré/ into /q/: =iranai (9S¤N'nAi+÷
“Si_rA'nAi+)˚ okurenai (“o_k¨N'nAi+÷ ào‘ku_re'nAi+)˘
More frequently, there can even be contractions such as: mìte =imau (_mi"cªAu=÷
'miàte àSi'mAu+)˚ yò˙de =imau (9jø~"ËjAu=÷ çjøÆàde àSi'mAu+)˘
Let us also consider: wata=Ï (àwA'tA_SÙ+, àA'tA_SÙ+, 'wA_SÙ+) (instead of its reﬁned
form watakÎ=Ï (àwA'tA_kÛ_Si, -_SÙ+), dèwa ('deàwA=, 'ËjA+) (also lexicalized as ja), dayo (àdA'jo+, àde'o+) {even (àdÅ'o+, àdi'o+, àËi'o+), with two exceptional phones: (Å) and
(d) followed by (i)), haiiro (ÇhAii_ro+, àhA'ii_ro+, ÇhAi_ro+), i≠ini≠ì (ài'ci_˙i‘ci=, ài'c¤˙_ci=), araùmi (àA'rAuàmi=, “A_rA'uàmi=, àA'ruàmi=), ume (àu'me+, à¨'me+, àà¨'me+,
àM'me+).

10.
Intonation

10.1. For a complete treatment of intonation and prosodic “ paraphonic features
in language, the readers are invited to see æ 12-14 of Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics˚ or
the correspondent updated sections in the canIPA website.
Intonation is constituted by the relative pitch of syllables forming more or less
long sequences of connected speech. ˛ese sequences are called tunings and can consist of pause groups (which, in turn, consist of rhythm groups); but they can also consist in a single word – which can even be monosyllabic: No. – No? – No! – No…
‹at is essential is that pitch –through given di‡erences– adds (or, rather, gives)
di‡erent pragmasemantic nuances –such as ‘statement, question, command' Â– to
phonic sequences which could otherwise be identical.
˛us the di‡erence obtained is not merely semantic, conceptual, as in the case
of ton(em)e languages, such as Chinese or Vietnamese.
However, by using the same principles and the same symbols of syllabic-tone
notation, one can accurately (and without too many problems) transcribe the
characteristics of pitch and strength of the syllables of a whole utterance.
In fact, stress-tonal signs show both the relative pitch and degrees of stress on
the syllables before which they are put.
«rst, let us see (û 10.1) an iconic and simple way to introduce people to intonation (applied to neutral British English, as recordings are easy to be found): by carefully reading the examples given, and following the heights shown for every grapheme.
After, we can go to û 10.2, where one can see the whole pitch extension of an utterance, which is called a tuning (or intonation group]˘ It is divided into a protune
˙ 10.1. ‘Icono-tono-graphic' representation of neutral British-English intonation.
1

2

See you on
Satur
day.
se e you on
d a y?
[Wi ll they]
Sat ur

3

[If they

don't] see you
total di
on Sat d ay… [it'll be a
sa s
te r.]
ur

[If they

don't] see you
worry a
on Sa t urd ay… [don't
bout
it.]

4
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and a tune. Here, let us anticipate that a general tune consists of three parts: a pretonic syllable, the tonic (¤ the stressed) one, and (two) posttonic syllables.
A protune consists of one or more stressed syllables and some unstressed ones
(which are called ‘protonic' and ‘intertonic' syllables, respectively).
Sometimes, it might be important to refer explicitly to the ﬁrst or last ‘protonic'
syllable, in the description of certain languages with particular protunes. Usually, the
ﬁrst protonic can be preceded by some antetonic (¤ initial unstressed) syllables.
˙ 10.2. <e structure of tunings.

1
1+2: tuning
1: protune
2: tune

2
a-b c d-e f g-h i j å ∫
a-b: antetonic (syllables)
c: (ﬁrst) protonic (syllables)
d-e: (ﬁrst) intertonic (sables)
f: protonic (syllables)
g-h: intertonic (syllables)
i: (last) protonic (syllables)
j: (last) intertonic (syllables)

© ∂
å: pretonic (syllables)
∫: tonic (syllables)
©-∂: post-tune
©: internal post-tonic
∂: terminal post-tonic

10.2. In anticipation of what will be dealt with presently, one may say that
there is a ‘normal' protune, for statements, which has no particular symbol since
it is the unmarked one: / /. ˛ere are, then, three marked protunes: interrogative
(/¿/), imperative (/¡/), and emphatic (/˚/).
We must make it clear at once that written sentences are one thing, while the
spoken language is quite another reality, often very di‡erent, indeed. Naturally, in
the spoken language, tunings are much more numerous than ‘simple sentences' of
grammar and syntax, as will be seen below.
But let us consider tunes. Generally they are formed by the tonic syllable (¤ the
stressed one, which is also the last strong syllable in an utterance, in a sense).
˛e pretonic (¤ the possible unstressed syllable before it), and the posttonic syllables (¤ the possible unstressed syllables after it).
In the tonetic diagrams (or rather tonograms), two posttonic syllables are indicated (¤ the internal and terminal ones). Sometimes it is useful to refer to one of
them, clearly, in order to highlight typical movements more clearly, above all to
distinguish interrogative tunes of the rising type {(2 ' 21)}, from those of the falling
type {(2 ' 12)}. In any case, the term post-tune may be used to refer to both syllables,
collectively.
Let us now consider –concisely (and by looking closely at û 10.3)– the three
marked tunes (of neutral British English): conclusive (/./), interrogative (/?/), suspensive (/÷/), and the unmarked: continuative (/,/): On Saturday /./ (Øn'sπT-ÈD™I3 3), On
Saturday? /¿ ?/ (¿Øn'sπT-ÈD™I21), (If not) on Saturday… (then…) /÷/ (Øn'sπT-ÈD™I32), (Perhaps) on Saturday, (but…) /,/ (Øn'sπT-ÈD™I2).
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10.3. ˛e best way of dealing with the intonation of a language consists in presenting its structures through appropriate and clear diagrams (¤ tonograms), with
clear examples and a simple and su‚ciently complete notational system (not a
cumbersome and useless one).
≈rst of all, we must repeat that the use and choice of intonation patterns do
not depend on syntax at all, but on semantics and pragmatics, and above all on
communicative goals˘
In fact, even if the syntactic formulation is, in the end, the most evident linguistic rendering (for those who are used to reading and writing), in actual fact it
is nothing but a faithful representation of the pragma-semantic way to express concepts and thoughts, peculiar to every language.
If, for instance, one writes –and beforehand says– I've been looking for this for
ages (&aÙvb¤n5l¨k-¤˙ fÈ'∑¤s3 3 fˇ'™IG¤Ω3 3), the superﬁcial formulation at hand is only the
inevitable result of the mental and linguistic processes that produce, in English, the
sentence just seen, although with slight possible variations.
In actual fact, it results from the juxtaposition of di‡erent concepts (each one
indicated by /./, or (2 ' 3 3)) in a single syntactic string, seemingly simple and straightforward, but actually very complex, as is obvious from its prosodic structure, if
supported by an appropriate intonation pattern, as indicated by the small but precious signs used.
Let us now examine the intonation structure of neutral British English. However, one must ﬁrst consider a general scheme which will enable people to really see
its characteristics.
˛us û 10.2 gives the diagram of tunings (or intonation groups). It shows the
use one makes –when speaking normally– of pitch heights on the various syllables
forming the di‡erent possible utterances in a given language.
Tunings
10.4. Tunings consist (as already seen) of a protune (in our example I am transcribing the following example (&aÙm˛>πn5sk>aÙb¤˙ ∑È'fØl-È¨¤˙ ¤g'zA;mp®)) and a tune (phonetically (fÈ'n™T-¤kli3 3)). In this case, one has a normal protune and a conclusive tune.
˛e latter is represented, tonemically (in a theoretical way) by /./, and tonetically (in a more realistic way) by (2 ' 3 3).
˛e number of syllables in the example has been calculated on purpose in order to have full correspondence between the tonogram and the syllables of the sentence, to be able to show the characteristics more clearly.
Of course, in normal speech, it is unlikely to ﬁnd sentences with the same number of syllables; however, the usefulness of the diagram is not compromised, since
the actual syllables available (whether more or less than 14) share pitch heights in a
fair way.
So they may either compress the movement of several syllables into only one or
two, or expand it over a larger number of syllables (¬ û 10.5 for the tunes).
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For instance: Yes, we do or Our aim is to pass on ideas, techniques, and practical
activities, which we know work in the classroom (even if this last example, more realistically, will be divided into more parts, with the addition of the respective tunes,
mostly continuative).
˛us: Our aim is to pass on ideas, techniques, and practical activities, which we
know work in the classroom˘ In a phono-tonetic transcription, you have: (A;>5™;Im ¤ΩTÈ'phA;s 'Ø;n32 aÙ'D¤;‘Ω2 Th™k'nIiks2 Èm5ph>πkT¤k® πk'Th¤-vÈTiz2 &w¤cwi5n‘;¨ 'w‘;k3 3 ì¤n∑û'khlA;s&>¨m3 3œ).
Protunes
10.5. û 10.3 shows the four protunes (of neutral British English): one is unmarked, or normal, and has no symbol; three are marked: interrogative /¿/ (¿), imperative /¡/ (¡) (for instance: Pay attention! (¡5ph™;I È'Th™nSó3 3)), and emphatic /˚/ (˚) (We
have to check everything very carefully! (˚wi5hπÑ TÈ'ch™k2 ˚'™v->i&†¤˙2 ˚'v™>-i 'kh™‘fÍi3 3)).
û 10.3 shows, on the right, sketchy tonograms; on the left, they are given in a
more realistic way. Actually, the schematic diagrams are su‚cient indeed (as will
be done for Japanese), since these tonograms necessarily generalize and normalize
the data, allowing slight di‡erences of realization, as well.
On the contrary, for teaching and learning purposes, these schematic tonograms are decidedly more useful, making comparisons with those of other languages not only possible, but even easier. Furthrmore, the schematic tonograms
are less distracting, ultimately, than the realistic ones.
˙ 10.3. <e four protunes of neutral British English.
normal
//()
interrogative
/¿/ (¿)
imperative
/¡/ (¡)
emphatic
/˚/ (˚)

Tunes
10.6. û 10.4 shows the three marked tunes (of neutral British pronunciation, again both realistically and schematically) – conclusive /./ (2 ' 3 3), interrogative /?/ (2 ' 21),
and suspensive /÷/ (2 ' 32) – in addition to the unmarked one, continuative /,/ (2 ' 2).
˛e marked tunes have a functional charge, which is crucial for communica-
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˙ 10.4. <e four tunes of neutral British English.
conclusive /./ (2 ' 3 3)
interrogative /?/ (2 ' 2 1)
suspensive /÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
continuative /,/ (2 ' 2)

tion, as they oppose one another distinctively. ˛e unmarked tune –the continuative one– may be considered as the neutralization of the three marked ones (since
each of them would be inappropriate in certain –less important– contexts, being
too speciﬁc and having very deﬁnite functions).
˛e aim of the continuative tune is, above all, to oppose a theoretical ‘zero' tune.
It is quite di‡erent from a straightforward and progressive ﬂow of enunciation,
without the slightest variations (or breaks), even theoretical or potential.
Its only purpose is to slightly highlight a word, compared to a complete non-occurrence of tunes (as happens within a protune).
Indeed, there is a di‡erence between I saw six men (aÙ5sø: 's¤ks 'm™n:3 3) and I saw
six men (aÙ5sø: 's¤ks2 'm™n:3 3); in the latter, of course, six is more prominent than in
the former, since it has its own tune (although no pause follows it), instead of being a part of the same protune.
At the end of § 10.4, we have seen that a syntactic string does not generally correspond to just one tune; in fact, more or less numerous continuative tunes occur,
otherwise the sentence would not sound spontaneous and convincing.
At ﬁrst, one does not fully realize this internal subdivision, which is completely natural. Its appropriate use goes entirely unnoticed; whereas, its absence would
not pass unnoticed at all (as happens in unprofessional reading or recitation).
For instance, if one considers an utterance such as Look! the imprints of a bear˚
it is soon realized that it can be said in many ways – apart from actual and paraphonic considerations such as the fright taken at the sight, or the delight expressed
by naturalists, or the satisfaction felt by hideous poachers… (all of them are rendered with di‡erent nuances, clear and easy to interpret).
Of course, this is di‡erent from a unitary sentence such as Look at the imprints
of a bear˚ in just one tuning: (5l¨k-ût ∑i'¤mp>¤nts ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3).
10.7. ˛us, if you go back to the original utterance, what you ﬁnds is something
closer to a natural exposition, as Look: the imprints of a bear ('l¨k3 3 ∑i5¤mp>¤nts ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3); in fact, in the same sentence, there are two pragmatic concepts: the imprints
and the sighting of them.
If one then divides it into three parts (of course, with three tunes), the nuances
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expressed are more detailed: Look at the imprints of a bear ('l¨k3 3 ∑i'¤mp>¤nts3 3 ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3); in this way, one can manage to separate, conceptually too, imprints of di‡erent shapes.
After all, it is possible to use some continuative tunes (¤ unmarked /,/ as already
seen in the previous section), and this will add something to elocution (in opposition to a unitary utterance, although this is not for emphasis, of course).
It is only a way to make enunciation a little more e‡ective and natural: ('l¨kût2 ∑i'¤mp>¤nts2 ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3) (and variations).
By considering an example like You must read further books on this particular
subject˚ again, one can easily see that there are several ways of saying it.
Apart from a quite ﬂat realization in a single tuning, as: (&j¯umÈs5>I;iﬂ 'f‘;∑È 'b¨ks
Øn&∑¤spÈ'Th¤kjÈlÈ 'såbG¤kT3 3), one can have: (&j¯umÈs5>I;iﬂ 'f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 Øn&∑¤spÈ5Th¤k-jÈlÈ 'såbG¤kT3 3), or: (&j¯umÈs'>I;iﬂ2 5f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 Øn&∑¤spÈ5Th¤k-jÈlÈ 'såbG¤kT3 3), or else:
(&j¯umÈs'>I;iﬂ2 5f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 Øn&∑¤spÈ'Th¤k-jÈlÈ2 'såbG¤kT3 3).
One could also have ('j¯u-), or even: ('j¯;u2 mÈs'>I;iﬂ2 'f‘;∑È2 'b¨ks3 3 Øn'∑¤s2 pÈ'Th¤kjÈlÈ2 'såbG¤kT3 3) (with more and more numerous nuances and implications).
˙ 10.5.1. <e four tunes of neutral British English, expanded or contracted according to the
number of their syllables (here with no pretonic one).
excellently happily happy four six
/./ ({2} ' 3 3)
/?/ ({2} ' 2 1)
/÷/ ({2} ' 3 2)
('™ksÈlÈnTli 'hπp-Èli 'hπp-i 'fø:

's¤ks)

10.8. A conclusive tune is necessarily used whenever a given concept is completed in the speaker's mind. ˛us, in addition to the words which form the sentences,
it concerns communicative functions as well, as if, in saying It's raining cats and dogs˚
you added ‘I am stating' – so: It's raining cats and dogs (¤ts5>™In¤˙ 'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ3 3).
Each tune has a speciﬁc function: the interrogative communicates ‘I am asking': Is
it raining cats and dogs? (¿&¤z¤˛5>™In¤˙ 'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ21); the suspensive one communicates ‘I am underlining': If it's raining cats and dogs… [it's a calamity!] (&¤f¤ts5>™In¤˙
'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ32| {˚&¤tsûkû'lπmÈTi3 3}).
˛e continuative tune, instead, simply communicates ‘I'm not ﬁnished': It's raining cats and dogs [but I don't care] (¤ts5>™In¤˙ 'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ2 {bÈT&aÙD‘¨˙'kh™;‘3 3}).
It is possible to have a series of conclusive tunes: Yesterday it rained. Today it's raining. Tomorrow it'll pour. I'm sick and tired. I'll go away! (5j™sTÈD™I ¤˛'>™;Inﬂ3 3| ThÈ5D™;I
¤ts'>™In¤˙3 3| ThÈ5mØ>-‘¨ ¤T®'phø:3 3| aÙm5s¤k Èn'ThaÙÈﬂ3 3| aÉı5g‘;¨ û'w™;I3 3). However, a
suspensive tune is very likely for Tomorrow it'll pour (ThÈ5mØ>-‘¨ ¤T®'phø:32).
Too often, current writing (which is not at all sophisticated) uses only commas:
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Yesterday it rained, today it is raining, tomorrow it'll pour, I am sick and tired, I'll go
away˘
˛us, with the guilty complicity of schools, one is led to a kind of ‘child-like'
reading, which makes people utter things like: (»”5j™sTÈD™I ¤˛'>™;Inﬂ3 3’» TÈ5D™;I ¤ts'>™In¤˙3 3’» TÈ5mØ>‘¨ ¤T®'phø:3 3’»| aÙm5s¤k Èn'ThaÙÈﬂ3 3’» aÉı5g‘;¨ û'w™;I3 3”’).
˛e small rings show the additional pitch movement which is typical of ‘bookish
intonation', which must be kept well apart from normal (¤ conversational) intonation,
and also from the typical intonation of text exposition (even if simply done mentally).
A further example to show that, normally, writing and punctuation are just miserable devices with syntactical functions, and not at all helpful for reading: I'm terribly busy: I can't come; I'll let you know; don't be cross (aÙm5Th™>-Èbli 'b¤zi3 3 aÙ5khA;˙
'khåm:3 3| aÉı5l™c-¯ 'n‘;¨3 3 ˚5D‘¨m bi'kh>Øs3 3).
Also the example I've been looking for this for ages (&aÙvb¤n5l¨k-¤˙ fÈ'∑¤s3 3 fˇ'™IG¤Ω3 3)
shows this characteristic.
Contrary to what grammars keep on repeating, a comma does not necessarily
indicate a short pause, as a semicolon does not indicate a pause which is half-way
between the ‘short' one of commas and the ‘long' one of full stops (as it is absurdly ‘prescribed').
However, these are the results achieved by schools, ¤ sadly rigorous and monotonous pauses, which are not able to convey appropriate meaning to sentences (especially when they are read).
And all those who today abuse punctuation, by omitting it almost completely,
will they ever pause?
˙ 10.5.2. Di‡erence between total questions (1) and partial questions (2).
1

2

se e you on
d a y?
[Wi ll they]
Sat ur
[∑y won't the y]

see you on Sat
urday?

Parentheses “ quotations
10.9. Lastly, ˙ 10.6 shows the diagram of parenthetic phrases, or simply parentheses (either low, <= ≠≤; or mid, <Õ ï≤), and of quotations, <+ ±≤ (high). In the following
sentence, each of them occurs once:
«rst of all –he said– let's consider ‘Natural' Phonetics˚ as it's properly called.
(5f‘;st Èv'ø:ı2 6hi's™;d2• 5l™Ts k=n's¤d-È 5'nxc->®3 3Ì fÈ'n™t-¤ks3 3\ ›Èz¤Ts5ph>Øp-Èli 'khø:ıﬂ3 3ë).
Parentheses typically feature an overall reduction of their stress and an increase
in the rate of speech, while the pitch is compressed in the low –or mid– range of
the tonogram.
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Quotations, instead, are quite the opposite, as their role is –precisely– to put one
or more words in full evidence, by means of a slightly louder and distinct enunciation: thus, their stress is increased, their speech rate is reduced, and their pitch is
raised (without compression).
Marking such prosodic subtleties in phonetic –let alone phonemic– detailed
transcriptions is neither necessary nor recommendable. <e symbols <= ≠≤, <Õ ï≤, <+ ±≤
are more than su‚cient to bear in mind all these di‡erences, with respect to ‘normal' utterances.
<us, even with regard to stress (and taxotones, as far as tone languages are concerned) there is no need to deviate from the usual notation.
Quotations must not be confused with direct speech. Let us go back to «rst of
all –he said– let's consider ‘Natural' Phonetics˚ as it's properly called.
In that sentence, only he said should be excluded, because all the rest –and what
may follow– is direct speech, indeed.
Japanese parentheses are low, <= ≠≤, but mid, <Õ ï≤, after non-conclusive tunes; quotations, as said, are high, <+ ±≤.
Such intonational superstructures are quite useful in tone languages, thanks to
small variations in pitch (small, yet perceptible by native speakers, but not so
much –at the very beginning– by foreign learners, who have already a hard time
struggling with tones and taxotones in ‘normal' utterances), or in the Japanese
tone-patterns.
˙ 10.6. Tonograms of parentheses and quotations.

low parenthesis (ì œ) /ì œ/

mid parenthesis (‘ ’) /‘ ’/ quotation (^ Œ) /^ Œ/

Japanese intonation
10.10. As far as intonation is concerned, ˙ 10.7 shows the four protunes and tunes of
Japanese. Any combination of two of them is called a tuning, as we know.
Of course, their ‘stritch' patterns (\ the stress “ pitch patterns) of the rhythm groups,
that form the phrases and sentences of Japanese texts, are the basic material on which intonation is added.
<us, there is a complete interaction between these two partially di‡erent prosodic elements, in order to produce the natural results that we can hear.
Foreign learners are advised to listen to high-quality recordings of reliably ‘neutral speakers', in particular the professionally-trained ones.
<erefore, we cannot help recommending our readers, especially those whose
native language works di‡erently from English, to study Japanese intonation just
like beginners learn how to play the piano.
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<at is to say, by starting from practicing single keys, even if they are already
proﬁcient at another keyboard instrument, and then move on to more complicated sequences.
Aural imitation –but not prone aping!– plays an important role in acquiring linguistic intonation (and even more so, paraphonic intonation).
So, we are conﬁdent that a good number of examples accurately annotated with
our intonational symbols will greatly help learners get the most out of their listening practice.
˙ 10.7. <e four protunes “ tunes of Japanese.
/ / ( ) ((’))

/./ (13)

/¿/ (¿) ((»))

/?/ (31)

/¡/ (¡) ((»’))

/÷/ (^)

/˚/ (˚) ((ˇ))

/,/ (2)

˙ 10.8. <e pitch patterns of the four tunes of Japanese combined with a tonic syllable.
/./ (13)

/?/ (31)

/÷/ (&)

/,/ (2)

({ò}ç$ò) =
({ò}'$ò) =
({ò}ç$ò) =
(òÇ$ò)

=

10.11. Now, let us provide some su‚cient examples to practice the intonation
patterns of Japanese. Let us start from the conclusive tune, /./ (13), in the following
examples (further examples of it are to be found when dealing with the other
tunes):
Niho˙äo-äa joozù-ni hanàsetara ìi-no-ni nà(a).
(à˙i'hø⁄_≈o‘≈A&\ 9Ëjoo'zu“˙i àhA'nAàse“tAàrA çöiiànoà˙i çna4a713 {çnA13})
(I'd like to speak Japanese well)
Anàta-no iitai kotò-wa wakàru kèdo-ne.
(àA'nAàtA“no 9ii'tAi àko'toàwA {_ko-} àwA'kAàru ‘˜eàdo"ne13)
(I know what you mean)
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Ho˙too-ni arìäatoo.
(9høÆ'too_˙i àA'ri3≈A“too13 {_A-})
(<ank you so much)
10.12. <e conclusive tune is used in partial questions, as well, but in that case it
follows an interrogative protune˚ /¿ ./ (¿ 13)˘
Depending on the relevant paraphonic settings used, and the very issue referred
to in the conversation, such combination may sound like anything ranging from a
neutral question without any particular undertone, down to a cold-hearted, even
hostile, police-style interrogation.
In order to avoid misunderstandings, all languages feature a somewhat milder version of asking partial questions, in general with a continuative tune instead of a conclusive one: /¿ ,/ (¿ 2) (in order to sound gentler, especially talking to strangers).
By keeping the post-tonic coda in the mid tonal band, instead of letting it fall brusquely, the hearer perceives that the question is posed with discretion, almost with a
corteous hesitation.
It is not rare, however, that foreigners lacking politeness ¸ education use the conclusive tune, often, making them sound rude and impolite…
So, /¿ ,/ should be regarded as the ﬁrst and primary pattern to be chosen, and taught
to foreigners, as far as partial questions are considered.
<us, /¿ ./ should be reserved to informal and casual conversation, not talking to
strangers, or if one really wants to convey indi‡erence, impatience, dissatisfaction,
suspicion, hostility…
Regardless of how gentle a speaker aims to sound, let us make it quite clear,
though, that it is completely wrong to conclude a partial question with a full interrogative pattern, /¿ ?/.
However, that is quite typical and frequent on the part of many who passively
interpret a question mark at the end of a sentence as a peremptory call for rising
their voice pitch, to signal that they are putting a question.
Indeed, this will only produce incredibly annoying results (and possible misunderstanding, as well).
<erefore, let us examine the following examples:
Kore, dòo omòu?
(¿àko're& ¿çdoo àoçmou13)
(„at do you think about this one?)
Kyòo, ≠oo=i dòo?
(çKªoo| ¿Çcªoo_Si ¿çdoo13)
(How are you feeling today?)
Dòko iku?
(¿'doàko ài'ku13)
(„ere are we going?)
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10.13. A question requiring an overall answer, such as yes or no (or maybe˚ dunno˚ Æ), is called a total question˚ and requires an interrogative tune on the word,
or group of words, which the question is focused on: (¿ 31).
<at implies that the interrogative tune may not necessarily occur at the end
of the sentence, as the graphemic question mark, once more, leads many to think.
Secondly, more than one interrogative tune (and possibly as many interrogative protunes) may occur in a row, in longer and more articulated questions, even
though only one ‘total' answer is expected, anyway.
Let us examine the following examples:
Niho˙äo =aberèru?
(¿à˙i'hø⁄_≈o\ ¿“SjA_be'reàru31)
(Can you speak Japanese?)
Otootosà˙-wa wakàru?
(¿ào'too_to£sÄqàwA àwA'kAàru31)
(Does your brother understand it?)
Kàre, a=Ïtà, kùru?
(¿'kAàre2| X“A_SÙ'tA‰ ¿'kuàru31)
(Is he coming, tomorrow? / {Speaking of him,} tomorrow, is he coming?)
10.14. In most languages, alternative questions, like the following ones, are said
with {/¿ ,/ +} /¿ ÷/ + /¿ ./ – that is they end with a conclusive tune, /¿ ./, which is preceded by a suspensive one, /¿ ÷/.
In case of more than two parts, all the others occurring before /¿ ÷/ + /¿ ./ are
generally said with a continuative tune, /¿ ,/.
But, in Japanese, this kind of questions is conceived di‡erently. In fact, it becomes a series of two (or more) total questions: {/¿ ?/ +) /¿ ?/ + /¿ ?/.
It is true that only the last one is treated as a full total question, while the others can be attenuated, /¿ ?”/ (¬ § 10.19), though not necessarily.
Bàsu-de iku? (Sore-ka) arùite iku?
(¿'bAàsu“de ài'ku31| {àso're_kA2} ¿àAçruiàte ài'ku31)
(Shall we go by bus, or on foot?)
Bàsu-de iku, de˙=a-de iku, (sore-tòmo) kuruma-de iku?
(¿'bAàsu“de ài'ku31| ¿Çd™q_SjA‘de ài'ku31 {_i-}| ¿{àso're_to“mo} àkuŒru'mA_de ài'ku31 {_i-})
(Are you going by bus, by train, (or) by car?)
10.15. <e suspensive tune is used to create… ‘suspense', with very di‡erent implications depending on whether the sentence is a question or a statement and, as
usual, the nuances provided by paraphonics.
As a general rule, /÷/ (&) calls for the hearer's attention on a part of the sentence,
or simply adds vividness to long sentences made of multiple clauses, which would
otherwise sound ﬂat and inexpressive, or even hard to parse into meaningful units.
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In some languages, like neutral (and regional) Italian, the suspensive tune is tonetically more conspicuous than in others (as, for instance, modern Arabic, where it
is only minimally higher than the unmarked continuative tune).
In Japanese, it is generally accompanied by a perceptible pause, before completing the sentence. Carefully, let us examine the following examples:
Anàta-äa doyòobi-ni korarenàkattara, wata=˜ta≠Ï (watà=Ïta≠Ï) komàru-yo.
(àA'nAàtA“≈A àdoçjooàbià˙i “ko_rA're_nA"kAtàt:AàrA&| àwA'tA_SÙàtAàcÙ {-àSÙ-} àko'mAàru“jo13)
(If you can't come on Saturday, we'll be in trouble!)
Èki-ni æùita tokì-ni-wa, de˙=a-wa =ÎppaæÎ =Ïtèta˙da.
('eàKià˙i çTuiàtA {_Tu"iàtA} àto'Kià˙i“wA&| Çd™q_SjA‘wA àSjÛp'p:A_TÛ àSÙ_te'tÄÆ9dA31
{_Si-})
(When I arrived at the station, the train had gone!)
Ìkko, nìko, sà˙ko, yò˙ko, gòko.
(çikàk:o2 ç˙iàko2 çsÄ⁄àko2 çjø⁄àko&\ çgoàko13)
(One, two, three, four, ﬁve) – complete list (¬ § 10.16).
10.16. <e continuative tune˚ /,/ (2), can be seen as the terminal part of an unmarked
protune bearing a full stress, with two functions: to attract less attention than a suspensive tune, or to underline a word, or concept, without resorting to emphasis.
<e following examples will be helpful (especially when compared with some
of the similar ones given in § 10.14):
Ìkko, nìko, sà˙ko, yò˙ko, gòko…
(çikàk:o2 ç˙iàko2 çsÄ⁄àko2 çjø⁄àko2 çgoàko2)
(One, two, three, four, ﬁve…) – incomplete list, with all /,/ (and no /÷/ , ¬ § 10.14)
Doyòobi-ni korenàkÎtemo daijòobu da-yo.
(àdoçjooàbi“˙i àko‘re'nAàkÛàte“mo2 9dAiçΩjooàbu àdA'jo13) [colloquial (àdÅ'o13, àde'o13
àdi'o13)˚ also in other sentences]
(If you can't come on Saturday, there's no problem) – only /,/ (no /÷/, ¬ § 10.14).
10.17. <e last example comes at hand to show how emphasis can a‡ect the general sense of a sentence (without actually changing its structure) by assigning more
prominence to certain words.
Refer to the following examples, which also feature the emphatic protune /˚/ (˚):
Kore-wa totemo bè˙ri-na jì=o dèsÎ.
(àko're_wA2 àto'te_mo çb™qàRiànA 'ËiàSjo“deàsÛ13)
(<is is a very useful dictionary)
Kono jí@o, sùäòku bè˙ri da-yo.
(àko‘noÔËiàSo2 _su"≈oàku {àsu'≈oàku} çb™qàRi àdA'jo13)
(<is is a very useful dictionary / <is dictionary is very useful)
Kore, sùäòku bè˙ri-na jì=o-yo.
(àkoÔre&| _su"≈oàku {àsu'≈oàku} çb™qàRiànA ‘ËiàSjo'jo13)
(<is is a very useful dictionary)
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Súóòku bè˙ri da-yo, kono jì=o.
(˚9su4⁄7`≈oàku {˚9su4⁄7Ô≈oàku} çb™qàRi àdA'jo2 àko‘no'ËiàSjo13)
(<is is a very useful dictionary / Very very useful, this dictionary).
10.18. «nally, we provide a few examples of parentheses˚ (› ë) “ (4 7), and quotations˚ (ä â) (see ˙ 10.8):
Ìi-yo˘ Tàroo.
Ìi-yo, Tàroo.
(çiio13 X'tAàroo13‰)
(çiio2 C'tAàroo13Â)
(Of course. Taroo)
(Of course, Taroo)
Mo≠ìro˙ da-yo, Tàroo. A=Ïta purèze˙to aäeru-yo.
(àmo'ciàrøÆ àdA"jo13 X'tAàroo13‰| “A_SÙ'tA2 “pu_re'z™Æ_to àA'≈e_ru‘jo13 {àA‘≈e_ru'jo13} {_A-})
(Of course, Taroo. Tomorrow I'll give you a present)
Mo≠ìro˙ da-yo, Tàroo, a=Ïta purèze˙to aäeru-yo.
(àmo'ciàrøÆ dA"jo13 X'tAàroo2‰ “A_SÙ'tA2 “pu_re'z™Æ_to àA'≈e_ru‘jo13 {_A-})
(Of course, Taroo, tomorrow I'll give you a present)
Ho˙too-no kotò iu-to, a˙mari tà=Ïkajanai˙da.
(X9høÆ'too_no àko'to ài'u_to2‰ {_i-}| 9ÄM'mA_ri ‘tAàSÙ“kAàËjA"nA¤ÆàdA13)
(As a matter of fact, it's not so sure)
Tàroo, se˙=uu kono èiäa (/eiäa) mìta no, obòetenai no?
(X'tAàroo2‰ Çs™q_Sjuu àko‘noçeià≈A {Çei_≈A} 'miàtA“no2| ¿“o_bo'eàte"nAi“no31)
(Taroo, you saw this movie last week, don't you remember?)
‰u˙, ‘wata=i-äa yaranàkatta-tte', ittèta-yo.
(ç¨¨q2\ VàwA'tA_Si_≈A à jA‘rA_nA"kAtàt:At“t:e13◊ {_jA-}\ Xàit‘t:eàtA'jo13‰) (colloquial (-àtA'o13‰)}
(No, ‘I haven't done it', he said)
Nà˙de ‘ìi yo' nà˙te itta-no, ho˙to-wa yokunài˙janai no?
(¿XçnÄÆàde Vçii‘o1◊\ çnÄÆàte‰ àit't:A‘no2| ÇhøÆ_to‘wA “jo_kuçnA¤˙àËjAànAi"no13 {‘jo-})
(I wonder, why did you say ‘It's ok', when it's not ok?).
Some general paratonetic considerations
10.19. Let us also consider the use of pitch in a partially di‡erent situation in comparison with how intonation uses it. Paraphonically, di‡erences can be greater and
–what is more– of a fairly di‡erent quality, since feelings, moods, and states of mind
make use of di‡erent –usually more ‘exaggerated'– pitch and length extensions.
Usually, in fact, they do not regard every single syllable of an utterance, as in
tunes, where pitch is determined by linguistically codiﬁed structures. Although
with possible variations, caused by changes in the factors determining their origin
(¤ moods, feelings, states of mind, attitudes, and physiological, psychological, and
pathological conditions), paraphonic stretches mostly regard whole utterances of
di‡erent lengths, even from minutes to hours.
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©th respect to the habitual pitch extent of a given speaker (within the three categories of voices, ¤ male, female, and infant), it will be su‚cient to get accustomed
to recognizing, ﬁrst of all, the raising of general pitch (indicated by §»@, between angled
paraphonic brackets), visually and mnemonically helped by û 10.9. ˛ere, the two
white lines show the relation with the normal (pitch) extent, which is, then, remarkably modiﬁed indeed, in comparison with the one considered ‘normal'.
Now, for raising §»@, it is su‚cient to think of a label such as ‘astonishment' or
‘aggressiveness' and say something ﬁtting, like: And, what's this? (with astonished
wonder) – De, kore-tte, nàni? §»@('de| ¿àko'ret_t:e 'nAà˙i:2). Or else: Hey, you! Don't
make me angry! (with arrogant aggressiveness) – Dàkara, ìraira saseru-na yo, omae!
§»@(˚'dAàkA“rA _i"rAiàrA àsA'se_ru_nA 'jo ào_mA'e:13). Let us note that sentences like those
dealt with in this section on paraphonic characteristics often have a continuative
tune, /,/ (2), instead of a more expected conclusive one, /./ (13).
Often, we simply use raising when we are talking to children, too: Hello, little boy.
„at's your name? – Ko˙nichi wa. Bòku-no namae-wa nàni? §»@(Çkø~_˙i_ci 'wA2| ¿'boàku“no ànA'mAe 'nAà˙i:2) (with bòkÎ as a second-person pronoun towards children).
©th other labels, we can identify the opposite movement to raising, ¤ lowering §’@, as can happen for sadness: Oh, that's such a pity! – Àa, sore-wa za˙nè˙ da
nèe §’@(çaa2| ˚àso're_wA _zÄNçn:™Æ àdAçnee13).
We can have simultaneously raising and lowering, too, which leads to expansion (both upwards and downwards), §ˇ@, by broadening the three pitch bands, as
in cheerfulness: You're all welcome guests, folks! – Sàa minà-sa˙, irasshài! §ˇ@(çsaa àmi_nAçsÄq2| ˚“i_rASçS:jAi2).
Practically the opposite of expansion is compression˚ §”@, which is typical of labels
like sleepiness: I'm feeling extremely sleepy – Meccha nemui nàa §”@(Çmec_c:ªA _ne'mui çna:a13).
Notice that nàa can have a further paraphonic peculiarity added, rise-falling
§ü@, which is the last pattern shown in ˙ 10.9: §ü@(çna:a13).
<e same pattern is very frequently, and typically, used with exclamations like Àa!˚
Èe!˚ Hoo!˚ Iya!˚ Yàa! >ü≥(çaa=, çee=, Çhoo+, ài'A+, çjaa=), also with a more or less evident
lengthening, sometimes reaching even (é:é;), although, in the conversations of Ã 11,
we will just show them as phonotonetic elements.
û 10.9. Paraphonic characteristics of pitch.

Normal

§@

Raising

§»@

Lowering

§’@

Expansion Compression

§ˇ@

§”@

Rise-falling

§ü@

It is interesting to note that a similar (intonation) pattern is often used, in mediatic (and even colloquial] pronunciation, for the suspensive tune /÷/ (313), instead of
neutral (&).
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10. Intonation
û 10.10. Suspensive tune variant, frequent
in mediatic and colloquial pronunciation.

/÷/ (313)m

Some kindlier tune usages
10.20. It is well known that Japanese people are very kind and polite towards
other people (even if they would prefer not to do so, sometimes).
Well, this attitude can certainly lead to use (in addition to speciﬁc paraphonic
peculiarities) di‡erent tunes than the more normal ones used in colloquial or familiar speech.
So, very often, instead of the conclusive tune, /./ (13), we hear the continuative
one, /,/ (2) (which sounds less peremptory), or, at least, an attenuated /./ – \ /.”/ (13”).
<is is the case of the examples in § 10.10-11 (and others, of course).
Also a number of the sentences shown for paraphonic reasons in § 10.18 present this change.
We must know for certain that, for the same reason, partial questions (¬ § 10.11),
in addition to this change, can frequently present the following one: /¿ ./ ê /¿ .”/ ê
/¿ ,/ ê /¿ ,”/ ê /¿ ?”/. \ the use of some attenuated tunes, including an attenuated inter rogative one.
However, this last can sound too kind, if not falsely kind, and little spontaneous. ˙ 10.11 shows the general tonogram for attenuated tunes, which are partially modiﬁed when forced into that path.
Unfortunately, even in the recordings of teaching courses, too often we happen
to ﬁnd the very use of /¿ ?/ also in partial questions (as untrained people generally do, as well, when asked to read some examples).
Let us conclude by saying that total questions without ka? must necessarily use
/¿ ?/, while –with ka?– we have many possibilities: /¿ ?/, /¿ ?”/, /¿ ,/, also /¿ .”/, up to
/¿ ./, most typical of familiar speech.
˙ 10.11. Tune attenuation, including possible /÷”/ (&”) (¬ ˙ 10.7).
/.”/ (13”)

/?”/ (31”)

/÷”/ (^”)

/,”/ (2”)

